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The number of newly developed chemical entities exhibiting poor water solubility 

has increased dramatically in recent years.  In many cases this intrinsic property results in 

poor or erratic dissolution in biological fluids.  Improving aqueous solubility of these 

compounds, even temporarily, can have a significant impact on in vivo performance.  

Single phase amorphous solid dispersions of a drug and polymer have emerged as a 

technique to not only increase the level of drug supersaturation but also maintain these 

levels for extended periods of time.  Hot-melt extrusion (HME) has become the preferred 

processing technique to prepare systems such as these but has a number of limitations 

that prevent the successful formulation of many drug substances.  Within this 

dissertation, the use of concentration enhancing polymers was investigated in parallel 

with a thorough evaluation of a novel fusion-based processing technique, KinetiSol® 

Dispersing (KSD), to prepare single phase amorphous solid dispersions that could not be 

successfully prepared by HME.  Studies showed that the KSD technique is suitable for 

rendering thermally labile and high melting point drug substances amorphous through a 

combination of frictional and shearing energy.  Compounds such as these were shown to 

degrade during HME processing due to relatively long residence times and low shear 

forces.  Similarly, the KSD process was shown to successfully process solid dispersion 
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compositions containing a high viscosity polymer with significantly lower levels of 

polymer degradation than obtained by HME processing.  In the final study, KSD 

processing was used to prepare solid dispersions containing the hydrophilic polymer 

SoluplusTM and methods were evaluated to formulate a tablet with rapid tablet 

disintegration characteristics, a requirement for sufficient dissolution enhancement.  

Combined, the studies demonstrated the effectiveness of combining proper polymer 

selection and formulation approaches with a suitable processing technique to form solid 

dispersion systems that provide rapid and extended durations of supersaturation. 
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Chapter 1:  Principles of Solubility Enhancement, Stabilization of the 
Amorphous State and Solid Dispersion Processing Technologies 

 1.1  INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of high-throughput screening techniques in drug discovery, the 

number of drug substances reaching the formulation development stage has increased 

drastically (Lipinski et al. 2001, Lipinski 2004).  Consequently, this has given rise to a 

dramatic increase in the number of compounds that exhibit poor water solubility.  Drug 

substances that also exhibit high permeability are classified by the Biopharmaceutics 

Classification System (BCS) as class II compounds.  Absorption of these drug substances 

after oral ingestion is often erratic and consequently they exhibit poor bioavailability.  It 

has been reported that 40 to 60% of all new chemical entities may be classified as BCS 

class II compounds, presenting pharmaceutical scientists with a unique challenge. 

 

Inspection of the Noyes-Whitney equation shows that the rate of dissolution of a 

drug substance, including BCS class II compounds, is dependent on a number of factors: 

 

 = ( )	                                   Equation 1.1 

 

Where dC/dt is the rate of dissolution, A is the surface area of the dissolving drug 

particle, D is the diffusion coefficient of the compound, Cs is the solubility of the drug 

substance in the dissolution medium, C is the concentration of the drug in the dissolution 

medium and h is the thickness of the diffusion boundary layer.  It is clear from the 

Noyes-Whitney equation that the rate of dissolution can be increased by simply 

increasing the surface area of the dissolving drug particles.  However, this approach is 
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ultimately limited by the solubility of the drug substance in the dissolving medium.  

Therefore, improving aqueous solubility of these compounds, even temporarily, can have 

a significant impact on in vivo performance.   

 

Aqueous solubility of a drug substance is primarily a function of its lipophilicity 

and intermolecular forces within the crystal lattice (Jain and Yalkowsky 2001, Jain et al. 

2006).  Therefore, solubility enhancement techniques typically focus on addressing these 

two properties.  In the case of high lipophilicity, techniques such as solubilization in co-

solvents, micelle formation, and complexation are often employed (Loftsson and 

Brewster 1996, Dannenfelser et al. 2004, Torchilin 2007).  Similarly, when poor aqueous 

solubility is due to strong intermolecular forces within the crystal lattice, solid-state 

modification can be utilized.  Solid-state modification can be classified as methods that 

modify supramolecular arrays of the same components by methods that change molecular 

components of the crystal network by means of salt, co-crystal or solvate formation and 

by means of forming polymorphs or amorphous solids that exhibit high free energy 

(Rodríguez-Spong et al. 2004). 

 

In recent years, the advantages metastable solids or more specifically amorphous 

solids have in terms of solubility have become clear.  However, as described in the 

sections below, metastable solubility is by definition temporary and drug concentrations 

will quickly revert to equilibrium concentrations.  Therefore, the development of 

formulations, namely single phase amorphous solid dispersions, which maintain a high 

metastable solubility for extended periods of time through drug-polymer interactions in 

the liquid state, has become a major point of interest in the pharmaceutical industry.  

Consequently, processing technologies used to prepare systems such as these have been 
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heavily researched and developed.  While suitable for many applications, existing 

processing technologies have specific disadvantages such as the need for toxic organic 

solvents or elevated temperatures for extended periods of time that prevent their use in 

certain applications.  Currently, there is an unmet need in the pharmaceutical industry for 

a processing technology capable of rendering thermally labile and/or high melting point 

drug substances amorphous without decomposition or the need for toxic solvents.  

Similarly, a processing technology capable of forming solid dispersions containing 

polymers with high melt and solution viscosities is needed.  

 

The following sections outline the thermodynamics of metastable solubility, 

methods utilized for stabilization of supersaturation and current processing technologies 

utilized for the preparation of solid dispersion systems. 

 

1.2  PRINCIPLES OF  METASTABLE SOLIDS 

The ability of the metastable form of a drug substance to enhance solubility over 

it’s thermodynamically stable counterpart has been well documented in a number of 

reviews (Huang and Tong 2004, Mao et al. 2005, Pudipeddi and Serajuddin 2005).  

Metastable forms utilized for the purpose of increasing the apparent solubility of drug 

substances with poor aqueous solubility include crystalline polymorphs, solvates, 

desolvates and amorphous forms.  Of these, the amorphous form is well-known to 

provide the greatest advantage in terms of solubility. 
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1.2.1 Thermodynamics of Amorphous Solids 

Amorphous forms of drug substances are a physical modification of the solid-

state which provides a high degree of solubility potential.  They differ from their 

crystalline polymorph counterparts by having low packing efficiency and lack of long 

range crystalline order (Yu 2001).  This results in a very high free energy and thus, the 

capability to provide a substantial improvement in solubility (Hancock and Zografi 

1997).   

 

Metastable solids exhibit excess enthalpy, entropy and thus, free energy when 

compared to the most thermodynamically stable form (Yu 2001).  Since thermodynamic 

stability of a solid is a function of both enthalpy (H) and entropy (S) at constant 

temperature (T) and pressure (P), it is important to evaluate the Gibbs free energy, G, for 

each system studied (Grant and Higuchi 1990).  For form I of a single component system, 

 =	 −              Equation 1.2 

 

and for form II, 

 =	 −                  Equation 1.3 

 

Subtraction of eq. 2 from eq. 3, we can obtain the difference in Gibbs free energy 

between the forms: 

 Δ = 	Δ − Δ            Equation 1.4 
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where ΔH is a measure of crystal lattice energy differences and ΔS is the difference in 

disorder and lattice vibrations between the two forms (Rodríguez-Spong et al. 2004).  

Utilizing the relationship in eq. 4, it is possible to evaluate relative differences in Gibbs 

free energy values. 

 

A diagram showing Gibbs free energy versus temperature provides complete and 

quantitative information about the relative stability of various metastable forms and can 

be obtained through thermal and solution based techniques (Yu 1995, Yu et al. 1998).  

The schematic in Figure 1.1demonstrates Gibbs free energy as a function of temperature 

for a hypothetical single-component system consisting of multiple metastable states.  It is 

clear that Form C exhibits the lowest free energy at all temperatures and is thus the most 

thermodynamically stable form.  Similarly the amorphous form exhibits a Gibbs free 

energy that is higher than the crystalline polymorph states, which can be attributed to a 

higher enthalpy and entropy, as shown in eq. 4 (Hancock and Zografi 1997).  The 

amorphous form lacks a crystal lattice and thus does not exhibit a melting point, but 

rather a glass transition temperature (Tg).  From a kinetics perspective, an amorphous 

material may exist in a number of states with different properties (e.g., Tg, relaxation 

time, etc.) that are dependent on its mode of preparation (Shalaev and Zografi 2002). 
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forms is also a concern, primarily due to decreased molecular packing, potential for 

moisture absorption and increased molecular mobility (Xiang and Anderson 2004).  The 

most thermodynamically stable polymorphic form is often chosen for development which 

in most cases is the least soluble form (Singhal and Curatolo 2004).  However, in some 

cases the advantages of enhanced solubility, dissolution rates and bioavailability 

outweigh potential disadvantages and a metastable form is developed.  

 

In addition to relative stability, Gibbs free energy values can be utilized to 

estimate relative solubility between solid forms (Parks et al. 1928, Parks et al. 1934).  

This is accomplished by recognizing that free energy is related to the activity of a 

compound through the following definitions: 

 = 	 ∙ ln           Equation 1.5 

 

and 

 = 	 ∙ ln        Equation 1.6 

 

where  and  are activities of the respective forms.  Activities are a reflection of 

“escaping tendencies” and are thus proportional to solubility, σ (Gupta et al. 2004).  By 

substituting the solubility terms and subtracting eq. 5 from eq. 6, we can obtain: 

 Δ = 	 ∙ ln         Equation 1.7 
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Hence, the solubility ratio between two forms is shown to be proportional to 

Gibbs free energy.  

 

1.2.2 Solubility and Bioavailability Enhancement 

Hancock et al. utilized the relationship detailed in eq. 6 to predict the relative 

solubility of 11 different drugs with polymorphic or amorphous forms (Hancock and 

Parks 2000).  Through thermal based techniques, the researchers estimated	Δ  at 
constant temperature and were able to solve for the activity (solubility) ratio, .  Data 

was obtained from the pharmaceutical literature for all drugs, with the exception of 

indomethacin which was determined experimentally.  Polymorphs of indomethacin were 

prepared by precipitation from a saturated methanol solution with water while amorphous 

material was prepared by melt quenching with liquid nitrogen.  Predicted solubility ratios 

for each of the compounds and their respective metastable forms are summarized in 

Table 1.1.  The magnitude of the predicted solubility advantage for higher energy 

polymorphs ranged from 1.1 to 3.6 fold.  However, predicted solubility ratios for 

amorphous drug forms were significantly higher and ranged from 12 to 1652 fold due to 

a higher free energy in the amorphous state.  The relatively low solubility ratios for 

polymorphs can be attributed to small differences in free energy while amorphous 

systems are capable of much higher free energy values (Blagden et al. 2007). 
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Table 1.1. Predicted solubility ratios for drug compounds.  From (Hancock and Parks 

2000) 

Compound Forms Solubility 
Ratioa Comment 

Indomethacin α-crystal / γ-crystal 1.1 - 1.2 45°C 
amorphous / γ-crystal 38 - 301 5°C 

25 - 104 25°C 
16 - 41 45°C 

Carbamazepine III-crystal / I-crystal 1.7 - 2.1 2°C 
1.7 - 2.0 12°C 
1.6 - 2.0 17°C 
1.6 - 1.9 26°C 
1.6 - 1.8 40°C 
1.5 - 1.7 58°C 

Chloramphenicol palmitate A-crystal / B-crystal 3.6 30°C 
Iopanoic acid II-crystal / I-crystal 2.3 - 2.8 37°C 
Mefnamic acid I-crystal / II-crystal 1.5 30°C 
Glibenclamide amorphous / crystal 112 - 1652 23°C 
Glucose amorphous / crystal 16 - 53 20°C 
Griseofulvin amorphous / crystal 38 - 441 21°C 
Hydrochlorothiazide amorphous / crystal 21 - 113 37°C 
Iopanoic acid amorphous / I-crystal 12 - 19 37°C 
Polythiazide Amorphous / crystal 48 - 455 37°C 
a The range of values reflects the use of different ∆Cp values  for the calculations. 

 

Experimental solubilities were found to be significantly less than the predicted 

values, as shown in Table 1.2.  However, all higher energy polymorphic forms provided 

some degree of solubility enhancement.  It is interesting to note that solubility of the 

amorphous forms were all noted to be much greater than those predicted or measured for 

the corresponding crystalline forms at all temperatures studied.  The large discrepancy 

between predicted and experimental solubility values for the amorphous substances was 
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attributed to a strong driving force for recrystallization in the dissolution media, as 

illustrated in Figure 1.2. 

 
Table 1.2. Experimental solubility ratios for drug compounds.  From (Hancock and 

Parks 2000). 

Compound Forms Solubility 
Ratioa Comment 

Indomethacin α-crystal / γ-crystal 1.1 - 1.2 45°C 
amorphous / γ-crystal 38 - 301 5°C 

25 - 104 25°C 
16 - 41 45°C 

Carbamazepine III-crystal / I-crystal 1.7 - 2.1 2°C 
1.7 - 2.0 12°C 
1.6 - 2.0 17°C 
1.6 - 1.9 26°C 
1.6 - 1.8 40°C 
1.5 - 1.7 58°C 

Chloramphenicol palmitate A-crystal / B-crystal 3.6 30°C 
Iopanoic acid II-crystal / I-crystal 2.3 - 2.8 37°C 
Mefnamic acid I-crystal / II-crystal 1.5 30°C 

Glibenclamide amorphous / crystal 
112 - 
1652 23°C 

Glucose amorphous / crystal 16 - 53 20°C 
20°C 
20°C 

Griseofulvin amorphous / crystal 38 - 441 21°C 
Hydrochlorothiazide amorphous / crystal 21 - 113 37°C 
Iopanoic acid amorphous / I-crystal 12 - 19 37°C 
Polythiazide Amorphous / crystal 48 - 455 37°C 
a The range of values reflects the use of different ∆Cp values for the calculations. 
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In a recent study conducted by Kim et al., the oral bioavailability of amorphous 

atorvastatin hemi-calcium prepared by various techniques was evaluated (Kim et al. 

2008).  Specifically, the researchers evaluated spray drying and a supercritical antisolvent 

(SAS) processes against unprocessed crystalline material with low aqueous solubility 

(142.2 μg/mL).  Material processed by spray drying and SAS processes which utilized 

acetone or tetrahydrofuran as the solvent, exhibited aqueous solubilities ranging from 

467.1 μg/mL to 483.2 μg/mL.  Amorphous material prepared from the SAS and spray-

drying processes were found to have particle size ranges from 68.7 to 95.7 nm and 3.62 

to 7.31 μm, respectively.  Powder dissolution analysis revealed that amorphous material 

provided significant improvements in dissolution rate, as illustrated in Figure 1.3.  

Amorphous particles prepared by the SAS processing method were found to have a faster 

rate of dissolution than those prepared by spray drying, consistent with its small particle 

size.  Unprocessed and amorphous materials were evaluated for in vivo drug absorption in 

male rats.  The hypothesis tested with this study was that not only would amorphous 

materials provide enhanced absorption, but that material prepared by SAS, due to its 

small particle size and large surface area, would provide the highest absorption.  From 

this study, it was determined that amorphous materials provided a significant increase in 

drug absorption with SAS prepared material providing the greatest improvement.  The 

amorphous form prepared by SAS with acetone showed a 3-fold improvement in the 

AUC0-8h, a 4-fold improvement in Cmax and a 2-fold improvement in Tmax.  Similarly, 

spray-dried amorphous material also provided a significant improvement over crystalline 

drug.  The plasma concentration versus time curve from this study is shown in Figure 1.4.  

It is clear from this study that the amorphous form can have a marked impact on 

bioavailability. 
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amorphous solid dispersion (i.e., solid solution) (Lakshman et al. 2008).  In systems such 

as these, the drug substance is solubilized within a solid carrier, often an amorphous 

polymer, and is therefore present at the molecular level.  Interactions between the drug 

and carrier, often hydrogen bonding, can effectively kinetically stabilize the amorphous 

drug substance by inhibiting recrystallization.  As previously discussed, the physical 

stability of an amorphous solid is at least partially dependent on its Tg.  In an ideal single 

phase amorphous solid solution, a single glass transition temperature will be present 

between the glass transition temperatures of the pure amorphous compounds.  This 

composite glass transition temperature can be expressed by the Gordon-Taylor equation: 

 
 =	 	     Equation 1.8 

 

Where w1 and w2 are the weight fractions of the individual components and Tg1 

and Tg2 are their glass transition temperatures.  The constant K is defined by the Simha-

Boyer equation: 
 

 ≈ 	 ρ

ρ
             Equation 1.9 

 

 

where ρ1 and ρ2 are the densities of the two components.  It is obvious from inspection of 

the Gordon-Taylor relationship that the Tg of the carrier polymer and the carrier:drug 

ratio can significantly impact the glass transition temperature of the amorphous system.  
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It is therefore advantageous to leverage the high glass transition temperatures inherent to 

certain polymers to minimize molecular mobility required for crystallization (Qian et al. 

2010).  Consideration should also be given to the water adsorption characteristics of the 

carrier polymer.  It is clear from inspection of the Gordon-Taylor relationship that the 

incorporation of water, which has a Tg of 136 K, can significantly impact the Tg of the 

system, effectively destabilizing the amorphous state (Janssens and Van den Mooter 

2009). 

 

The chemical and physical interactions responsible for amorphous stabilization in 

the solid-state are also capable of inhibiting precipitation in the liquid state (DiNunzio et 

al. 2008b, Friesen et al. 2008).  As such, these systems have received a significant 

amount of interest in the scientific literature as a method to prolong supersaturated 

concentrations and thus increase the oral bioavailability of poorly water-soluble 

compounds (Serajuddin 1999, Leuner and Dressman 2000, Breitenbach 2002, Crowley et 

al. 2007).  

 

1.3 SOLID DISPERSION PROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES 

Solid solutions are prepared by methods that can be broadly classified as solvent- 

or fusion-based technologies.  Within in each classification, there are numerous methods 

to form these systems that are characterized as having specific advantages and 

disadvantages.  The sections below describe these processing technologies and emerging 

technologies for the preparation of solid dispersion systems. 
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1.3.1 Solvent Based Processing 

Solvent-based processing technologies rely on a solvent, often organic in nature, 

to dissolve the drug and polymer system.  However, it may be difficult to identify a 

suitable solvent system in which a hydrophobic drug and a hydrophilic polymer have 

good solubility (Lakshman et al. 2008).  Once the solution is formed, the solvent is 

removed by various techniques such as spray drying, lyophilization or through the 

introduction of an anti-solvent to form the amorphous system.   

 

1.3.1.2 Spray Drying 

Of all solvent removal techniques, spray drying has garnered the most attention in 

the pharmaceutical industry.  During the spray drying process, the solution containing the 

drug and polymer is sprayed into a heated chamber where the solvent is removed at a rate 

where molecular mobility cannot induce recrystallization.  Depending on a number of 

factors, including the spray rate and chamber temperature, it is possible to obtain particles 

with a variety of morphologies with very high specific surface areas.  Consequently, this 

results in dispersions with relatively low bulk densities which require additional 

downstream processes such as roller compaction in order to processed into solid oral 

dosage forms.  Additionally, the spray drying process relies on the use of potentially toxic 

solvents which must ultimately be recovered and properly disposed of.  This process also 

results in extended drying steps at controlled humidity in order to reduce residual solvent 

levels to those outlined in International Conference on Harmonization guidelines.   
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1.3.2 Fusion Based Processing 

As an alternative to solvent-based technologies such as spray drying, fusion-based 

technologies allow for the preparation of solid solution systems without the need for 

solvents.  Fusion-based processing requires that at least one component of a mixture 

become molten.  In the case of a drug-polymer system, there are two distinct methods by 

which a solid solution can be formed: processing at temperatures greater than both the Tg 

of the polymer and the melting point of the drug substance and processing at 

temperatures greater than the Tg of the polymer but below the melting point of the drug 

substance.   

 

In cases where fusion processing is conducted at temperatures greater than both 

the Tg of the polymer and the melting point of the drug substance, both components 

become molten.  The two molten materials are then mixed to form a single phase system.  

This technique is ideal as it allows for a high degree of mixing without the need for high 

shearing forces.  However, many drug substances exhibit high melting points that exceed 

the decomposition temperature of thermoplastic pharmaceutical polymers.  It is important 

to also note that this technique may result in a two-phase amorphous dispersion as it does 

not depend on the polymer to solubilize the drug substance. 

 

In cases where fusion processing is conducted at temperatures greater than the Tg 

of the polymer but below the melting point of the drug substance, the polymer acts as a 

viscous solvent to dissolve the drug substance.  As such, a significant amount of energy 

must be imparted into mixture in order to dissolve the drug into the polymer system.  
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1.3.2.1 Hot-Melt Extrusion 

Much like solvent-based processing, a number of specialized fusion-based 

techniques have been reported for pharmaceutical processing which include hot spin 

mixing, fluidized bed melt granulation and hot-melt extrusion.  Of these techniques, hot-

melt extrusion has gained a substantial amount of attention for the preparation of 

pharmaceutical compositions.  In the hot-melt extrusion process, one or more rotating 

screws convey a composition through an externally heated barrel where it becomes 

molten and intimately mixed through shear and friction.  The molten mass is then passed 

through a die located at the end of the extruder barrel where it is cooled and vitrified.   

 

A major disadvantage of the hot-melt extrusion technology is that high 

temperatures and prolonged residence times may be required to facilitate the transition 

from the thermodynamically stable crystalline state to the high energy amorphous state.  

Degradation due to thermal exposure has been reported for polymers (El'darov et al. 

1996, Crowley et al. 2002, Capone et al. 2007) and many drug substances are known to 

degrade at elevated temperatures (Follonier et al. 1994, Repka et al. 1999, Repka et al. 

2003, Murphy and Rabel 2008).  Simply reducing processing temperature to limit 

degradation may not be feasible due to viscosity limitations.  To circumvent this issue, 

liquid or solid-state plasticizers may be incorporated into dispersions as a processing aid 

(Follonier et al. 1994, Repka et al. 1999, Zhu et al. 2002, Zhu et al. 2006).  While 

incorporation of a plasticizer does allow for processing at decreased temperatures, it may 

result in a physically unstable system due to increased molecular mobility (Hancock et al. 

1995, Hancock 2002). 
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Residence times at elevated temperatures in a hot-melt extrusion process will vary 

with processing conditions, but can be expected to fall within the 1 to 2 minute range and 

in some cases as long as 10 minutes (Verreck et al. 2006, Kumar et al. 2008 ).  In order to 

reduce the residence time in a hot-melt extruder, the level of mixing can often be adjusted 

by the addition or removal of mixing elements.  While reducing the number of mixing 

elements will, in most cases, decrease residence time, specific shear input is reduced and 

drug substances may not fully transition to the amorphous state. 

 

1.3.2.2 KinetiSol® Dispersing 

The need for novel formulation and process-based techniques to enhance aqueous 

solubility has increased substantially in recent years.  This is primarily due to the 

limitations of traditional techniques due to physical and chemical stability of the drug 

substance or the need for toxic solvents that solvent-based techniques may require.   

 

KinetiSol® Dispersing (KSD) is a novel fusion-based processing technique for the 

rapid production of polymeric amorphous solid dispersions. In this high energy mixing 

process, a shaft with protruding blades rotates at speeds of up to 3,500 rpm within a 

sealed processing chamber containing a pre-blended composition.  A cross-sectional view 

of the processing chamber is illustrated in Figure 1.5.   
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absence of crystalline itraconazole was confirmed by XRPD analysis.  In vivo rat studies 

demonstrated improved oral bioavailability over previously studied hydrophilic solid 

dispersions and Sporanox® pellets.  However, the pH-dependent nature of HPMCAS 

caused high levels variability in the study. 

 

As previously described, the use of plasticizers in thermal processing can 

significantly impact the physical stability of an amorphous solid dispersion through 

increased molecular mobility.  It is well established that the molecular motion of an 

amorphous system is minimized when stored at temperatures of at least 50°C below its 

glass transition temperature (Hancock et al. 1995, Shamblin et al. 1999, Hancock 2002).  

Therefore, systems with a glass transition temperature greater than 90°C should be 

sufficiently stable at room temperature and at temperatures up to 40°C or higher.   

 

The KSD process was recently evaluated for the production of plasticizer free 

compositions of Eudragit® L100-55, an enteric polymer with concentration enhancing 

properties (DiNunzio et al. 2010b).  Compositions containing a 1:2 mixture of 

ITZ:Eudragit® L100-55 could not be effectively processed by HME due to high viscosity 

and decomposition of the polymer.  Triethyl citrate was incorporated into HME 

compositions at 20% (by dry polymer weight) as a processing aid.  Conversely, 

compositions containing a 1:2 ratio of ITZ:Eudragit® L100-55 were successfully 

processed by KSD, primarily due to the high torque output inherent to this technology.  A 

titration of the methacrylic acid units demonstrated that the HME and KSD processes did 

not negatively impact the chemical stability of Eudragit® L100-55.  All samples were 

determined to be amorphous by XRPD.  Furthermore, modulated DSC analysis showed 

that the HME and KSD compositions exhibited glass transition temperatures of 54.2°C 
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Figure 1.8 XRD patterns of HME and KSC ITZ:Eudragit L100-55 solid dispersions 

measured over 6 months accelerated stability at 40°C / 75% RH.  Samples were stored in 

30 cc HDPE induction sealed bottles.  From (DiNunzio et al. 2010b). 

 

The KSD process has a number of advantages over traditional fusion-based solid 

dispersion preparation techniques.  High shear rates inherent to the KSD process allow 

for enhanced mixing, reduced processing times and the formation of plasticizer free 

compositions that exhibit excellent physical stability. 

 

1.4 SUMMARY 

With the number of poorly water-soluble drug substances reaching the 

formulation stage increasing in recent years, strategies to enhance solubility have become 

a focal point in the pharmaceutical industry.  The use of solid dispersion systems to 

stabilize the amorphous form in the solid state and provide maintenance of 

supersaturation in the liquid state has emerged as a preferred technique.  However, the 

preparation of solid dispersion systems is often complicated by the physical and chemical 

characteristics of the drug substance or polymer system and traditional processing 

technologies may not be sufficient.  Drug substances or polymers may be chemically 

unstable, thermally labile, exhibit high melting points or have viscosity limitations that 

prevent their successful formulation with existing processing technologies.  Therefore, 

the need for alternative processing technologies has become apparent.  The application of 

KinetiSol® Dispersing to these types of materials may allow for them to be successfully 

processed without the issues associated with current techniques. 
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Chapter 2:  Research Objectives 

 

2.1 OVERALL OBJECTIVES 

The primary objectives of this work were to develop novel formulation and 

processing technologies to enhance the solubility and dissolution rates of poorly water-

soluble drug substances.  Specifically, this work investigates the use of thermo-kinetic 

mixing, termed KinetiSol® Dispersing, for the production of single phase solid solutions 

containing components that are not easily processed by traditional technologies such as 

hot-melt extrusion.  Research was divided into four major studies with the goal of 

evaluating specific applications of KinetiSol® Dispersing and formulation techniques to 

enhance solubility and dissolution rates. 

 

2.2 SUPPORTING OBJECTIVES 

2.2.1 Dissolution Enhancement of a Drug Exhibiting Thermal and Acidic 
Decomposition Characteristics by Fusion Processing:  A Comparative Study of Hot 
Melt Extrusion and KinetiSol® Dispersing 

In the first study conducted, hot-melt extrusion and KinetiSol® Dispersing were 

utilized to prepare dissolution-enhanced solid dispersions of Roche Research Compound 

A (ROA), a BCS class II drug.  Preformulation characterization studies showed that ROA 

was chemically unstable at elevated temperatures and at acidic pH values.  Eudragit® 

L100-55 and AQOAT® LF were evaluated as carrier polymers.  Prepared dispersions 

were characterized for ROA recovery, crystallinity, homogeneity and non-sink 

dissolution performance.  Eudragit® L100-55 dispersions prepared by HME required the 

use of micronized ROA and reduced residence times in order to become substantially 

amorphous. Compositions containing HPMCAS were also prepared by HME, but an 
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amorphous dispersion could not be obtained.  Compositions were prepared by KinetiSol® 

Dispersing and compared to equivalent material processed by hot-melt extrusion.  All 

formulations were characterized for impurity content, crystallinity, homogeneity and in 

vitro dissolution performance. 

 

2.2.2 Thermal Processing of a Poorly Water-Soluble Drug Substance Exhibiting a 
High Melting Point: The Utility of KinetiSol® Dispersing 

In the second study of this work, meloxicam, a thermally labile BCS class II drug 

characterized as having a high melting point was processed with a suitable hydrophilic 

polymer to form solid solutions.  A hot-melt extrusion study demonstrated that high 

temperatures and extended residence times were required to render compositions 

amorphous, which caused significant degradation of meloxicam.  A comprehensive 

experimental design was conducted to evaluate the effect of KinetiSol® Dispersing 

processing conditions on the chemical stability and amorphous character of meloxicam 

such that a direct comparison to hot-melt extrusion could be made.  In addition to solid-

state characterization studies, sink and non-sink in vitro dissolution analyses were 

conducted. 

 

2.2.3 Fusion Processing of Viscous Polymer-Based Solid Dispersions as a Method to 
Enhance the Dissolution Performance of a Poorly Water-Soluble Drug 

 

In the third study of this work, hot-melt extrusion and KinetiSol® Dispersing were 

evaluated as methods to prepare solid dispersions containing a viscous polymer.  

Cellulose ethers were screened as potential carriers for itraconazole, a BCS class II drug 

substance.  Results indicated that high molecular weight grades of hydroxypropyl 
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methylcellulose provided the highest degree of supersaturation maintenance in screening 

studies.  Hot-melt extrusion and KinetiSol® Dispersing were then investigated as methods 

to prepare single phase solid solutions containing itraconazole in combination with the 

high molecular weight cellulose ether.  An experimental design was conducted to 

understand the effect of processing conditions on the molecular weight of the polymer 

studied.  Studies were then conducted to evaluate the dissolution performance of 

compositions containing a wide-range of drug loadings.  

 

2.2.4 The Use of Inorganic Salts to Improve the Dissolution Characteristics of 
Tablets Containing Soluplus®-Based Solid Dispersions 

 

In a culminating study, the use of inorganic salts was investigated as a method to 

improve the dissolution characteristics of tablets containing Soluplus® based solid 

dispersions prepared by KinetiSol® Dispersing.  Preliminary screening studies 

demonstrated the ability of inorganic salts to precipitate Soluplus® from its solution.  

Similarly, viscometric studies showed that salts facilitated the formation of 

thermoreversible hydrogels.  Dissolution studies demonstrated the utility of incorporating 

inorganic salts into tablets for dissolution enhancement.  

 

2.3 SUMMARY 

The work in this dissertation clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of KinetiSol® 

Dispersing for processing drug substances and polymers that are not easily processed by 

more traditional techniques.  It also demonstrated the importance of proper polymer and 

excipient selection to achieve enhanced dissolution performance.  Results from the 
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studies outlined in the sections above provide the framework necessary for the continued 

development of KinetiSol® Dispersing and other formulation strategies. 
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Chapter 3:  Dissolution Enhancement of a Drug Exhibiting Thermal 
and Acidic Decomposition Characteristics by Fusion Processing:  A 

Comparative Study of Hot Melt Extrusion and KinetiSol® Dispersing 

 

3.1 ABSTRACT 

 

In this study, hot melt extrusion (HME) and KinetiSol® Dispersing (KSD) were 

utilized to prepare dissolution enhanced solid dispersions of Roche Research Compound 

A (ROA), a BCS Class II drug.  Preformulation characterization studies showed that 

ROA was chemically unstable at elevated temperatures and acidic pH values.  Eudragit® 

L100-55 and AQOAT® LF (HPMCAS) were evaluated as carrier polymers.  Dispersions 

were characterized for ROA recovery, crystallinity, homogeneity, and non-sink 

dissolution.  Eudragit® L100-55 dispersions prepared by HME required the use of 

micronized ROA and reduced residence times in order to become substantially 

amorphous.  Compositions containing HPMCAS were also prepared by HME but an 

amorphous dispersion could not be obtained.  All HME compositions contained ROA 

related impurities.  KSD was investigated as a method to reduce the decomposition of 

ROA while rendering compositions amorphous.  Substantially amorphous, plasticizer 

free compositions were processed successfully by KSD with significantly higher ROA 

recovery values and amorphous character than those achieved by HME.  A near infrared 

chemical imaging analysis was conducted on the solid dispersions as a measure of 

homogeneity.  A statistical analysis showed similar levels of homogeneity in 

compositions containing Eudragit® L100-55 while differences were observed in those 

containing HMPCAS.  Non-sink dissolution analysis of all compositions showed rapid 

supersaturation after pH adjustment to approximately 2 to 3 times the equilibrium 
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solubility of ROA, which was maintained for at least 24 hours.  The results of the study 

demonstrated that KSD is an effective method of forming dissolution enhanced 

amorphous solid solutions in cases where HME is not a feasible technique. 

 

3.2 INTRODUCTION 

Roche Research Compound A (ROA) is a developmental stage compound 

manufactured by Hoffman-La Roche. Preformulation studies determined that ROA is a 

BCS Class II drug, with reported aqueous solubilities in acidic and neutral media of 

approximately 0.002 mg mL-1 and 0.39 mg mL-1, respectively.  Being classified as a 

Class II drug, ROA exhibits high permeability in the gastrointestinal lumen (Amidon et 

al. 1995).  The need to formulate a compound such as ROA into a viable dissolution 

enhanced oral dosage form is becoming increasingly common.  It is estimated that 25 to 

30% of newly developed drug substances exhibit poor solubility characteristics, resulting 

in poor dissolution performance and low bioavailability (Friesen et al. 2008).  The 

development of processing methods to enhance the dissolution rate and degree of 

supersaturation achieved with these compounds has become a major focus in the 

pharmaceutical industry.  The formation of solid dispersions has emerged as a relatively 

inexpensive and effective method of improving these characteristics (Chiou and 

Riegelman 1971).   

 

Solid dispersions are defined as being a dispersion of one or more active 

ingredients in an inert solid matrix and can be broadly classified as those containing a 

drug substance in the crystalline state or in the amorphous state (Chiou and Riegelman 

1971).  Solid dispersions containing drug substance in the crystalline state provide 

dissolution enhancement by simply decreasing surface tension, reducing agglomeration 
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and improving the wettability of the drug substance (Sinswat et al. 2005).  While 

crystalline systems are more thermodynamically stable than their amorphous 

counterparts, the crystalline structure must be interrupted during the dissolution process, 

requiring energy.  Solid dispersions containing a drug dissolved at the molecular level, 

known as amorphous solid solutions, can result in a significant increase in dissolution 

rate and extent of supersaturation (DiNunzio et al. 2008b, Miller et al. 2008a, Curatolo et 

al. 2009).  While these systems have several advantages, physical instability can be 

problematic due to molecular mobility and the tendency of the drug to recrystallize.  

Polymeric carriers with high glass transition temperatures such as Eudragit® L100-55 and 

HPMCAS are well suited to stabilize these systems by limiting molecular mobility. 

  

The commercial preparation of these systems can be broadly classified as those 

utilizing solvents and those that require the melting of one or more substances.  

Techniques that utilize solvents to form amorphous solid solutions include solvent 

evaporation (Sekikawa et al. 1983, Chowdary and Suresh Babu 1994), co-precipitation 

(Chen et al. 2002, Martínez-Ohárriz et al. 2002), freeze drying (Sekikawa et al. 1983), 

supercritical fluid technologies (Rogers et al. 2001, Hu et al. 2004), and spray drying 

(Jung et al. 1999, Friesen et al. 2008, Curatolo et al. 2009).  These methods require the 

use of a solvent system, often organic in nature, to dissolve an inert carrier and active 

drug substance (Serajuddin 1999).  Once a solution is formed, the solvent is subsequently 

removed by a mass transfer mechanism dependent on the manufacturing technique 

chosen.  Although solvent based techniques such a spray drying are relatively common, 

they suffer from several disadvantages.  Selection of a solvent system that is compatible 

with the active substance and carrier polymer may prove to be difficult or require very 

large amounts of organic solvent.  This presents a safety hazard at the manufacturing 
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facility as organic solvents must be collected and disposed of properly to limit the 

environmental impact (Lakshman et al. 2008).  Furthermore, organic solvents may be 

difficult to fully remove from processed materials.  This solvent removal step may 

require prolonged times at elevated temperatures, presenting an additional cost to the 

manufacturer.  For these reasons, fusion processing has gained increased acceptance over 

solvent based techniques and has become the method of choice for the large scale 

manufacture of amorphous solid solutions (Leuner and Dressman 2000). 

 

Although hot melt extrusion, a fusion processing technique, has been used in the 

food and plastics industry for more than a century, it has only recently gained acceptance 

in the pharmaceutical industry for the preparation of these systems.  In this method, a 

thermoplastic carrier polymer is combined with a drug substance and optional inert 

excipients.  The mixture is introduced into rotating screws that convey the powder into a 

heated zone where shear forces are imparted into the mixture, compounding the materials 

until a molten mass is achieved.  While this manufacturing method has many advantages 

over solvent based methods, it does have significant limitations.  During processing, drug 

substances are exposed to elevated temperatures for prolonged periods of time.  Although 

a variety of factors can affect the residence time distribution of an extruded substance, 

these times typically fall within the 1 to 2 minute range but have been reported to be as 

long as 10 minutes (Breitenbach 2002, Verreck et al. 2006, Kumar et al. 2008 ).  This 

prolonged exposure to elevated temperatures can induce decomposition of thermally 

labile compounds or accelerate decomposition of chemically unstable compounds.  When 

these processing issues are encountered, the addition of processing aids such as 

plasticizers may allow processing to be carried out at a lower temperature (Repka et al. 

1999, Schilling et al. 2007, Andrews et al. 2008).  However, the addition of a plasticizer 
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can affect the solid state physical stability of the solid dispersion once formed.  That is, 

the increased molecular mobility may allow the drug substance to transition to the more 

thermodynamically stable state when the glass transition temperature of the resulting 

amorphous solid solution is within 50°C of the storage temperature (Hancock et al. 

1995).  

 

KinetiSol® Dispersing (KSD) is a new fusion based process that was recently 

developed to rapidly form solid dispersions by imparting high shear and frictional forces 

without external heat input.  Previous studies conducted by DiNunzio, et al. have 

illustrated clear advantages of the technology over HME, including the preparation of 

plasticizer free Eudragit® L100-55 compositions leading to enhanced physical stability 

and the successful processing of hydrocortisone, a thermally labile drug substance 

(DiNunzio et al. 2010a).   

 

The present study focuses on improving the dissolution characteristics of ROA, a 

compound exhibiting poor aqueous solubility and instability at elevated temperatures and 

acidic pH environments.  More specifically, it was desirable to form amorphous solid 

solutions of ROA in Eudragit® L100-55 and HPMCAS.  These polymers have been 

shown to facilitate the supersaturation of other drug substances during in-vitro dissolution 

testing (Miller et al. 2008a, Curatolo et al. 2009).  In this study, solid dispersions of ROA 

were prepared by HME and KSD processing techniques.  It was hypothesized that the 

KSD process would allow for improved ROA recovery values and increased amorphous 

character due to the characteristics of each processing method.  Preformulation studies 

were conducted using thermogravimetric and pH stability analyses at elevated 

temperatures in order to identify the route of decomposition.  Once prepared, solid 
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dispersions were evaluated for crystalline drug content by x-ray powder diffraction 

(XRPD) and characterized by near infrared imaging in order to evaluate homogeneity.  

Finally, compositions prepared by both techniques were evaluated for ROA recovery, 

impurities, and non-sink dissolution performance. 

 

3.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

3.3.1 Materials 

ROA was manufactured and kindly donated by Hoffman-La Roche, Inc., (Nutley, 

New Jersey).  Eudragit® L100-55 was donated by Evonik (Piscataway, NJ), AQOAT® LF 

(hypromellose acetate succinate, HPMCAS) was donated by Shin-Etsu Chemical 

Company (Tokyo, Japan) and triethyl citrate was donated by Vertellus (Indianapolis, IN).  

High performance liquid chromatography grade acetonitrile was purchased from EMD 

Chemicals (Darmstadt, Germany).  All other chemicals were of ACS grade.  

 

3.3.2 Methods 

 

3.3.2.1 Hot Melt Extrusion 

HME studies were conducted on a HAAKE Minilab II Microcompounder 

(Thermo Electron Corporation, Newington, NH) equipped with 5/14 mm conical screws.  

Compositions were manually fed into the feed hopper and forced into the processing area.  

The recirculation valve was placed in the flush position unless recirculation was utilized.  

Actual processing conditions are detailed in following sections.  All extrudates were 

allowed to exit directly from the extruder without a die.  A Laboratory L1A Fitzmill 
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(Fitzpatrick Inc., Elmhurst, IN), equipped with a 0.020-inch screen in a knives forward 

configuration, operating at 9,000 rpm was used to mill compositions. 

 

3.3.2.2 Kinetisol® Dispersing  

A pharmaceutical grade machine designed by DisperSol Technologies, LLC 

(Austin, TX) was utilized to compound pre-mixed compositions by KSD.  This 

compounding unit is comprised of a circular processing chamber containing a rotating 

shaft with blades that protrude toward the chamber wall.   The composition was loaded 

into the processing chamber at room temperature where a computer control module was 

utilized to set the desired rotational processing speed and ejection set point.  As the 

blades rotated at high speeds, heat was generated through shear and friction within the 

chamber. This method of heat generation is different from that of other fusion processing 

methods in that no external heat was applied. Actual rotational speeds and temperatures 

inside the processing chamber were monitored and recorded in real time by the computer 

control module and are detailed in subsequent sections.   After reaching the 

predetermined processing temperature, the compounder ejected molten material directly 

into liquid nitrogen to rapidly quench the material.  Compounded material was placed 

under vacuum for 30 minutes to prevent moisture absorption.  A Laboratory L1A Fitzmill 

(Fitzpatrick Inc., Elmhurst, IN), equipped with a 0.020-inch screen in a knives forward 

configuration, operating at 9,000 rpm was used to mill compositions.   

 

3.3.2.3 Micronization 

To obtain micronized drug substance, a ball mill (U.S. Stoneware, East Palestine, 

OH) was utilized.  Approximately 70 g of raw drug substance was placed in a sealed high 
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density polyethylene container with 0.5-inch diameter ceramic beads.  The container was 

placed on the rotating mill, operating at 75% capacity, for 72 hours. 

 

3.3.2.4 Particle Size Analysis 

To evaluate the particle size of the drug substance, ROA was dispersed in 

deionized water by sonication.  The aqueous drug dispersions were placed in a 

Mastersizer X (Malvern Instruments, Malver, UK) and analyzed by laser diffraction with 

lenses of 300 mm and 1000 mm focal length.  Mastersizer Version 2.18 software was 

utilized to analyze data and determine particle size.  It was found that 90% of the total 

fraction of micronized ROA, D90, was below 11.1 μm. 

 

3.3.2.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis 

To evaluate the behavior of ROA and polymeric matrices at elevated 

temperatures, a Perkin-Elmer Thermogravimetrical Analyzer (Norwalk, CT) was utilized.  

Prior to analysis, bulk materials were placed under a vacuum for 48 hours at room 

temperature.  Samples were weighed to approximately 10 mg and placed in 100 µL 

aluminum crucibles.  Under a constant flow of nitrogen at 65 mL min-1, samples were 

heated from 50oC to 350oC at a rate of 10oC min-1 and monitored for weight loss.  

 

3.3.2.6 pH Stability Analysis 

To evaluate the decomposition of ROA as a function of pH, a stability analysis 

was conducted at 60°C.  Solutions of ROA with pH values of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 7.0, 

9.0, and 11.0 were prepared by dissolving ROA in a 1:1 mixture of acetonitrile:pH buffer 

until a concentration of 400 µg mL-1 was obtained.  Solutions were placed in sealed 
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borosilicate glass containers and stored in a Blue M 0V-718 Electric Oven (Blue Island, 

IL) at 60.0°C ± 1.0°C.  At selected time points the sealed containers were removed and 

allowed to cool to room temperature.  From each container, 4.0 mL was removed, placed 

in a culture tube, and diluted at a 1:1 (v/v) ratio with pH 11.0 buffer to prevent further 

reaction.  All samples were filtered through 13 mm 0.2 μm PTFE filters (Whatman, 

Piscataway, NJ) and transferred to 1 mL vials (VWR International, West Chester, PA) for 

analysis.  A Waters (Waters Corporation, Milford, MA) high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) system was utilized for analysis.  A Waters 717 Autosampler 

was used to accurately inject 10 µL samples.  The system was operated under gradient 

flow with an aqueous mobile phase consisting of deionized water and 0.05% 

trifluoroacetic acid.  The organic phase consisted of acetonitrile and 0.05% trifluoroacetic 

acid.  A Phenomenex Luna 5 µm C18(2) 100 Å, 150 mm x 4.6 mm (Phenomenex, 

Torrance, CA) HPLC column, equipped with guard column efficiently separated 

chemical entities.  A Waters 996 photodiode array detector, extracting at 275 nm was 

utilized to detect the presence of ROA and impurities.  Empower Version 5.0 software 

processed all chromatography data.   

 

3.3.2.7 Aqueous Polymer Suspension pH Determination 

 To determine the approximate micro-environment pH of Eudragit® L100-

55 and HPMCAS, a pH analysis was conducted, as described by Riedel, et. al (Riedel and 

Leopold 2005).  A 6% (w/v) suspension of each polymer was prepared in deionized water 

and allowed to stir for 1 hour.  The pH value was measured (n=3) with a calibrated 

pHTestr 3+ electrode (Oakton Instruments, Vernon Hills, IL). 
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3.3.2.8 ROA Recovery and Impurity Testing 

Processed compositions were weighed such that a theoretical 20.0 mg of ROA 

was present.  A 65:35 (v/v) mixture of acetonitrile:water was used to dissolve samples in 

100 mL volumetric flasks.  Samples were then filtered through 13 mm 0.2 �m PTFE 

filters (Whatman, Piscataway, NJ) and transferred to 1 mL vials (VWR International, 

West Chester, PA) for analysis.  High performance liquid chromatography was utilized to 

measure ROA recovery and related impurities, as described in previous sections.  ROA 

recovery values were adjusted for the recorded sample weight and compared to a known 

standard containing 20.0 ± 0.5 mg in 100 mL of 65:35 (v/v) acetonitrile:water.  ANOVA 

calculations were conducted in MiniTab Release 14 (Minitab, Inc., State College, PA) to 

determine if results were statistically significant (p < 0.05). 

 

3.3.2.9 X-Ray Powder Diffraction  

ROA exhibits several strong characteristic peaks at 2θ values of 18.5, 20.5, 22.2, 

and 24.8, which are apparent in physical mixtures of ROA and polymeric excipients 

(Eudragit® L100-55 and HPMCAS).  A Philips Model 1710 X-ray diffractometer (Philips 

Electronic Instruments Inc., Mahwah, NJ) measured the degree of crystallinity in 

compositions by XRPD analysis.  Operating voltage and amperage were set to 40 kV and 

30 mA, respectively.  Aluminum sample holders held samples in place while the 

diffractometer scanned over a 2θ range of 5° to 30° with a step size of 0.05° and a dwell 

time of 3 seconds.  Microsoft Excel 2007 software processed all XRPD data 

 

3.3.2.10 Near Infrared Chemical Imaging 

A SapphireTM Near Infrared Chemical Imaging (NIR CI) system (Malvern, 

Columbia, MD) was utilized to determine the regions of amorphous ROA dispersed 
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throughout compositions.  Images were collected at wavelengths between 1,200 and 

2,400 nm at 10 nm intervals.  The objective was set to 35 µm pixel-1 with a field of view 

of 8.96 x 11.2 mm.  Spectral units were converted from reflectance to absorbance and 

Savitzky-Golay smoothing was utilized (9 point window, second order polynomial, zero 

derivative).  A discriminant partial least square regression was used to differentiate ROA 

from polymer in each sample matrix (Pérez-Marín et al. 2006). 

 

3.3.2.11 Non-Sink Dissolution Analysis 

Non-sink dissolution analysis of processed compositions was performed 

according to the USP 29 apparatus 2 paddle method at 50 rpm with a VK 7000 

dissolution apparatus (Vankel Technology Group, Cary, NC) equipped with a VK 8000 

autosampler.  The dissolution medium  (750 mL of 0.1N HCl) was allowed to equilibrate 

at 37°C ± 0.5°C prior to the analysis.  Processed compositions were corrected for ROA 

recovery values and weighed such that each vessel contained 20 mg of ROA (~10x 

equilibrium solubility).  After 2 hours elapsed, 250 mL of 0.2 M Na3HPO4 equilibrated at 

37°C ± 0.5°C was added to each vessel to adjust the pH to 6.8.  During analysis, 5 mL 

samples were removed, without medium replacement at 60, 120, 125, 130, 135, 150, 180, 

240, 300, 360, and 1440 minutes.  After sampling, solutions were immediately filtered 

with 13 mm 0.2 μm PVDF membrane filters to remove any particulate material.  An 

aliquot of each sample was subsequently diluted at a 1:1 ratio (v/v) with HPLC mobile 

phase (65:35 ACN:H2O) and transferred into 1 mL HPLC vials for analysis. 
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3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

3.4.1 Preformulation Characterization 

The chemical decomposition of an active drug substance during fusion processing 

can be due to a number of factors.  The heat that is inherent to these processes can 

accelerate chemical decomposition.  Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was utilized in 

order to better understand the chemical decomposition of ROA alone and in the presence 

of Eudragit® L100-55 and HPMCAS, as illustrated in Figure 3.1a. 
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1999).  Based on individual weight loss measurements the predicted weight loss (Wp) of a 

1:2 ROA:Polymer physical mixture was estimated with the following equation: 

 = , 	 ∙ ,, 	 ∙ ,    Equation 3.1 

 

where WROA,t is the weight of ROA at time t, WPolymer,t  is the weight of the polymer at 

time t, WROA,o  is the initial weight of ROA, and WPolymer,o is the initial weight of polymer.  

The observed weight loss of the 1:2 ROA:Eudragit® L100-55 physical mixture was 

significantly higher than the predicted weight loss based on the individual components, 

indicating an incompatibility between the drug substance and Eudragit® L100-55 at 

elevated temperature.  The observed weight loss due to the interaction may be 

decomposition of the polymer, drug substance, or combination thereof.  As shown in 

Figure 3.1b, decomposition of HPMCAS began at approximately 200°C, well before the 

onset of ROA decomposition.  It was apparent that the 1:2 ROA:HPMCAS physical 

mixture also began to decompose at 200°C, but at a higher rate than the predicted weight 

loss based on individual components, indicating a chemical interaction between ROA and 

HPMCAS.   

 

In order to better understand the mechanism by which ROA decomposed, a study 

was conducted to evaluate the decomposition over the pH range from 1.0 to 11.0 at 60°C.  

The decomposition of ROA in the presence of aqueous buffers was described by pseudo-

first-order kinetics.  Pseudo-first-order rate constants (k’) were determined from linear 

first order plots at each pH based on the following equation: 

  	ln	[ ] = 	 ln[ ] 	− ∙    Equation 3.2 
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Table 3.1. Half-lives of ROA at 60°C 

pH t1/2 (days) 

1.0 1.1 
2.0 14.5 
3.0 23.7 
4.0 23.4 
5.0 20.0 
7.0 26.2 
9.0 73.2 
11.0 143.5 

 

The chemical stability of ROA was found to be strongly dependent on pH with 

significant decomposition occurring more readily at acidic pH values.  This finding 

further demonstrated that ROA may be incompatible with enteric polymers, which 

inherently have acidic pH values due to the presence of free carboxyl groups.  Eudragit® 

L100-55 and HPMCAS specifications and measured aqueous dispersion pH values are 

detailed in Table 3.2.  The high percentage of free carboxyl groups present in Eudragit® 

L100-55 are responsible for the low acidic pH measured.  Similarly, HPMCAS has fewer 

free carboxyl groups and a pH value higher than that of Eudragit® L100-55.  However, 

both substances provide an acidic pH micro-environment that may facilitate 

decomposition of ROA. 
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Table 3.2. Characteristics of enteric polymers according to specifications and measured 

values 

Polymer Free Carboxyl 
Groups (%) 

Measured Aqueous 
Dispersion pH 

Eudragit® L100-55 46 - 50 2.90 
HPMCAS-LF 14 - 18 3.23 

 

Based on preformulation characterization results, it can be concluded that the 

decomposition of ROA is a function of temperature and pH.    In order to successfully 

prepare compositions of ROA in Eudragit® L100-55 and HPMCAS, it is apparent that 

exposure to elevated temperatures during processing must be limited in order to minimize 

decomposition.  That is, increased processing times and temperatures may increase the 

rate of decomposition.  It was hypothesized that the KSD process would provide higher 

ROA recovery values due to rapid processing times and reduced processing temperatures. 

 

3.4.2 Solid Dispersions Prepared by Hot Melt Extrusion 

In the case of HME, it is sometimes necessary to select a processing temperature 

that is above the melting point of the drug substance in order to render compositions 

amorphous.   In doing so, the drug substance readily converts to its amorphous state and 

thus does not rely solely on mixing effects or shear rates.  However, processing a 

thermally labile drug substance such as ROA is problematic in that rapid decomposition 

is observed upon melting.  In a case such as this, extending residence times at minimized 

extrusion temperatures may provide the time necessary for dissolution of the drug 

substance into the viscous polymer, rendering it amorphous.  However, it is possible for 

decomposition to occur in this scenario as well.  Furthermore, the selected processing 
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temperature must be above the glass transition temperature of the polymeric system being 

extruded in order to achieve melt flow.  

 

3.4.2.1 Eudragit® L100-55 Compositions 

Eudragit® L100-55 has a glass transition temperature of approximately 120°C and 

is a thermally labile carrier (Andrews et al. 2008).  Based on the collected TGA data for 

Eudragit® L100-55, the onset of decomposition is between 150°C and 170°C, allowing 

for a small processing window below the melting point of ROA and above the glass 

transition temperature of the polymer.  Initial attempts to extrude 1:2 ROA:Eudragit® 

L100-55 (w/w) compositions were unsuccessful, both with and without recirculation 

within the extruder.  At temperatures between 150°C and 170°C, compositions exhibited 

a high viscosity that prevented continuous processing.  When processing at temperatures 

above 170°C, the extrudate was visually decomposed, as evidenced by a foam-like 

structure indicative of mass loss due to off-gassing.  This result was not predicted by the 

TGA data which indicated stability below 150°C.  This deviation was likely due to 

intimate mixing and shearing effects within the extruder barrel, resulting in increased 

contact between ROA and the polymer.  Furthermore, micro-environmental temperatures 

within the extruder can exceed the temperature set point due to localized shear forces.  

 

In order to lower melt viscosity sufficiently to allow for processing, a plasticizer 

was incorporated.  Triethyl citrate (TEC) was chosen because of its known compatibility 

with acrylic polymers during extrusion processing (Zhu et al. 2002, DiNunzio et al. 

2010b).  Blends of 1:1.6:0.4 ROA:Eudragit® L100-55:TEC (w/w/w) were processed by 

HME at the lowest temperature at which melt flow could be achieved. The processing 
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conditions and resulting ROA recovery values and impurity levels are outlined in Table 

3.3. 

 

Recirculation was utilized in order to prolong residence time at elevated 

temperatures in order to render ROA amorphous.  As the extrudate exited the die a foam-

like structure was observed visually.  Upon analysis, it was determined that 

decomposition occurred as evidenced by a low ROA recovery value and high impurity 

values.  A mass balance between measured ROA recovery and impurity values was not 

obtained.  This was likely due to the nature of the impurities.  Insoluble complexes were 

formed during decomposition.  Furthermore, the foam-like structure of compositions 

indicates that there is a mass loss due to off-gassing which may also account for the 

discrepancy. 

 

When processing below the melting point of a drug substance, a solid solution is 

formed by dissolution of the drug substance into the polymer.  It was hypothesized that 

increasing the surface area of ROA by micronization prior to the extrusion process would 

facilitate the formation of amorphous compositions by reducing the time required for 

solvation.  However, it is important to note that while the drug substance may convert 

from the crystalline to amorphous state more readily, residence times typical of the hot 

melt extrusion process may accelerate decomposition. 

 

 Blends of 1:1.6:0.4 micronized ROA:Eudragit® L100-55:TEC (w/w/w) were 

prepared and processed at the conditions outlined in Table 3.3.  The composition 

containing micronized  ROA was not subjected to recirculation in the hot melt extruder in 

order to minimize decomposition.  The extrudate appeared to have a foam-like structure, 
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again indicating decomposition of ROA.  This was confirmed by a ROA recovery 

analysis which showed high levels of impurities.  However, a significant reduction in 

impurity level was seen in the composition containing micronized ROA, indicating that 

decomposition was proportional to residence time at elevated temperatures.  Additionally, 

the level of crystallinity was reduced with the incorporation of micronized ROA, as 

described in subsequent sections. 

 
Table 3.3. HME manufacturing conditions and resulting potency values 

Polymer Particle Size Temp (°C) Screw Speed 
(rpm) 

Recirculation 
Time (min) 

Recovery 
(%) 

Impurities 
(%) 

L100-55 Unmicronized 140 300 2 22.7 ± 0.5 55.9 
L100-55 Micronized 140 300 0 69.1 ± 0.5 17.3 
HPMCAS Unmicronized 170 300 2 70.9 ± 0.3 10.2 
HPMCAS Micronized 170 300 0 78.4 ± 0.1 8.9 

 

3.4.2.2 HPMCAS Compositions 

HPMCAS has a glass transition temperature of approximately 120°C under dry 

conditions (Friesen et al. 2008).  The TGA data collected indicated that the physical 

mixture of ROA:HPMCAS (w/w) began to decompose at a high rate once reaching 

200°C.  A processing temperature of 160°C was found to be the lowest temperature melt 

flow could be achieved and was utilized for extrusion studies without plasticizer.  

Compositions containing 1:2 ROA:HPMCAS were processed as outlined in Table 3.3.  

Significant decomposition occurred during processing of compositions containing 

unmicronized ROA as evidenced by impurity levels, although foaming of the extrudate 

was not observed.  The resulting recovery was improved by reducing the extruder 

residence time and utilizing micronized ROA, again demonstrating that decomposition of 

ROA was dependent on the time exposed to elevated temperature.  The level of 
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crystallinity was not reduced with the incorporation of micronized ROA, as described in 

the solid state characterization section. 

 

3.4.3 Solid Dispersions Prepared by KinetiSol® Dispersing 

KinetiSol® Dispersing is a fusion processing technology that has recently been 

reported for the production of solid dispersions (DiNunzio et al. 2008a, DiNunzio et al. 

2010a, DiNunzio et al. 2010c, DiNunzio et al. 2010b, DiNunzio et al. 2010d).  

Furthermore, this technology has shown to be effective in processing thermally labile 

compounds and plasticizer free compositions (DiNunzio et al. 2010a).  During KSD 

processing, a blend is subjected to shear forces much greater than those achieved in HME 

processes.  Temperatures of processed compositions are rapidly increased through 

frictional forces, without external heat input, until the desired temperature is reached.  It 

is through both rapid heat generation and efficient particle size reduction that solid 

solutions are formed.  This process not only allows for very short residence times when 

compared to HME, but also very efficient mixing.  Compositions containing 1:2 

ROA:Polymer (w/w) were processed by KSD without utilizing a plasticizer or 

micronized drug substance for both Eudragit® L100-55 and HPMCAS compositions.  

Processing conditions, associated ROA recovery values, and impurity levels are outlined 

in Table 3.4.   

 

A significant improvement in ROA recovery was observed in the KSD processed 

Eudragit® L100-55 composition containing unmicronized ROA when compared to the 

HME processed composition containing unmicronized ROA.  This improvement in 

recovery is due to the short processing times inherent to the KSD process.  Furthermore, 

the use of micronized ROA in the KSD process was not required to obtain significantly 
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higher recovery values, presenting a reduction in processing costs.  When compared to 

the HME processed composition utilizing micronized ROA, the KSD processed material 

provided only a slight improvement in ROA recovery.  This result was expected as the 

HME residence time was reduced during processing, effectively reducing decomposition.  

However, the use of micronized ROA was required to obtain similar recovery when 

processed by HME. 

 

When comparing the HME and KSD processes for HPMCAS based 

compositions, it was apparent that ROA recovery was significantly higher in the KSD 

processed composition and very little decomposition was observed.  This result 

confirmed the hypothesis that reduced processing time significantly improves ROA 

recovery.  It is also important to note that KSD processing was carried out without the 

addition of a plasticizer in each case which can lead to improved physical stability. 

 
Table 3.4. KSD manufacturing conditions and resulting potency values 

Polymer Particle Size Speed 
(RPM) Temp. (°C) Recovery (%) Impurities 

(%) 
Eudragit® L100-55 Unmicronized 1,450 100 70.9 ± 0.8 12.9 
HPMCAS Unmicronized 2400 112 99.4 ± 1.2 1.6 

 

Chromatograms obtained by HPLC analysis of all compositions containing 

Eudragit® L100-55 and HPMCAS are illustrated in Figure 3.3.  It can clearly be seen that 

the impurity eluting at approximately 4 minutes is reduced significantly in KSD 

processed compositions.  This measured impurity is related to the thermal decomposition 

of ROA, as determined in preformulation studies.  Impurities related to the acidic 

decomposition of ROA were not measured.  However, insoluble material was observed 
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KSD compositions were ejected at temperatures well below temperatures utilized 

for HME, indicating that the high frictional forces inherent to the KSD process are 

effective in allowing processing at reduced temperatures while rendering materials 

substantially amorphous.  This capability is due to the high torque output of the KSD 

manufacturing equipment.  

 

3.4.4 Solid State Characterization of Solid Dispersions Prepared by HME and KSD 

HME and KSD compositions were characterized by XRPD and NIR chemical 

imaging to determine the amorphous character as differential scanning calorimetry was 

not a feasible analytical technique due to decomposition at elevated temperatures.  The 

XRPD profiles of the compositions containing Eudragit® L100-55 are illustrated in 

Figure 3.5.   
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rendering the material amorphous through high shear forces and efficient mixing.  In 

order to duplicate the results by HME, a screw design utilizing a high degree of 

dispersive mixing would be required.  However, it should be noted that increasing the 

dispersive mixing component in a HME process generally leads to a higher residence 

time distribution which can negatively impact ROA recovery. 

 

Similarly, the composition containing Eudragit® L100-55 prepared by HME with 

micronized ROA was found to be substantially amorphous, indicating that a reduction in 

particle size facilitated the formation of amorphous compositions.  This critical finding 

has not been previously reported in the literature and may have applications for high 

melting point compounds that are difficult to render amorphous.  Based on these results, 

it is apparent that the high shear rates inherent to the KSD process are effective in 

reducing the particle size of processed materials and provides an obvious advantage over 

HME.  

 

The XRPD profiles of the compositions containing HPMCAS are illustrated in 

Figure 3.6.  When comparing the HME and KSD processes for HPMCAS based 

compositions containing unmicronized ROA, it was apparent that amorphous character 

was significantly improved in the KSD processed composition.  The addition of 

micronized ROA to HME compositions did not reduce the crystalline content.  The KSD 

process effectively rendered compositions amorphous while maintaining ROA recovery 

values.   Again, this finding indicated that high shear rates inherent to the KSD process 

are instrumental in rendering material amorphous while maintaining high ROA recovery 

values.   
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ROA was distributed slightly better in samples prepared by HME processing than 

those prepared by KSD as evidenced by the localized areas of high intensity pixels 

present in the KSD composition.  As shown in Figure 3.10, a statistical analysis 

confirmed that samples prepared by HME with micronized ROA exhibited a slightly 

more uniform distribution of amorphous ROA than KSD processed compositions with 

unmicronized ROA.  This is likely due to the fact that unmicronized ROA was utilized by 

the KSD process.  However, the composition processed by KSD contained a significantly 

higher amount of amorphous ROA, confirming the XRPD results. 
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substance.  As previously described, the mechanism by which solid solutions are formed 

during HME and KSD processing below the melting point of a drug substance is 

dissolution of the drug into the polymer.  While the dissolution of ROA into a polymer is 

accelerated at elevated temperatures during HME processing, decomposition is a major 

concern.  Conversely, processing at reduced temperatures may not provide sufficiently 

amorphous compositions due to a reduced convective component.  In this case, the 

formation of a solid solution would be reliant on dispersive mixing.  The KSD process 

provides high rates of shear through dispersive mixing that effectively render 

compositions amorphous, relying less on convection to achieve a solid solution.  High 

levels of shear in the KSD process effectively rendered ROA amorphous and provided 

acceptable levels of homogeneity. 

 

3.4.5 Non-Sink Dissolution Analysis of Solid Dispersions 

High energy amorphous drug compositions have the ability to exhibit dissolution 

rates significantly higher than their crystalline counterparts.  Furthermore, a drug 

substance may stay in a supersaturated state for prolonged periods of time due to the 

concentration enhancing properties of some polymers.  Eudragit® L100-55 and HPMCAS 

have both been characterized as polymers facilitating supersaturation of drug substances 

(Friesen et al. 2008, Miller et al. 2008a, Curatolo et al. 2009).  Non-sink dissolution 

analysis was conducted on HME compositions utilizing micronized ROA and KSD 

compositions utilizing unmicronized ROA.  The dissolution analysis of HME and KSD 

compositions containing Eudragit® L100-55 is presented in Figure 3.11a.  Critical 

dissolution metrics are presented in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5. Critical in-vitro dissolution metrics with reported maximum observed 

amounts (Amax), observed time to achieve maximum amount (tmax), and area under the 

supersaturation dissolution curve (AUC) in acidic and neutral media 

        
AUCdissolution (mg·min) 

Composition Process Amax (mg) tmax (min) Acid Neutral Total 

Crystalline ROA  None 2.4 ± 0.3 1440 ± 0 0.8 ± 0.0 2833.1 ± 268.8 2,833.4 ± 268.8 

1:1.6:0.4 ROA:L100-55:TEC HME 9.2 ± 0.4 125 ± 3 57.9 ± 5.7 11,215.3 ± 351.2 11,273.1 ± 356.9 

1:2 ROA:L100-55 KSD 7.7 ± 1.0 180 ± 35 65.6 ± 2.9 7,823.4 ± 550.6 7,889.1 ± 553.5 

1:2 ROA:HPMCAS HME 8.2 ± 0.4 1440 ± 0 51.5 ± 6.3 10,374.1 ± 176.1 10,425.6 ± 182.4 

1:2 ROA:HPMCAS KSD 10.5 ± 0.8 150 ± 0 59.3 ± 6.0 12,585.5 ± 1,462.7 12,644.8 ± 1,468.7 

 

During the acidic phase of the dissolution study, both compositions containing 

Eudragit® L100-55exhibited only a partial release of ROA due to the enteric nature of the 

polymer.  After the pH was adjusted to neutral, both compositions exhibited rapid release, 

resulting in an approximate 2 fold increase in equilibrium solubility.  The HME 

composition provided a slightly higher level of supersaturation than the KSD 

formulation.  While both HME and KSD compositions contained similar levels of 

amorphous material and levels of concentration enhancing polymer, the HME 

formulation contained TEC.  The increase in initial supersaturation is likely due to the 

pore forming ability of TEC, a water soluble plasticizer, which allows a higher surface 

area for dissolution after the pH change.  The ability of TEC to act as a pore former and 

accelerate the release of a drug substance from melt extruded compositions containing 

Eudragit® L100-55 has been demonstrated in the literature (Zhu et al. 2002, DiNunzio et 

al. 2010a).  However, this does not explain the improved levels of ROA supersaturation 

after the initial time points.  This phenomenon may be due to the presence of larger ROA 
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domain sizes in the KSD composition or to TEC providing a solubility enhancing effect 

in the HME composition. 

 

The dissolution analysis of HME and KSD formulations containing HPMCAS is 

presented in Figure 3.11b.  As observed in Eudragit® L100-55 based compositions, only 

partial release was observed prior to the pH change to neutral media.  While both HME 

and KSD compositions provided rapid supersaturation, the KSD composition provided 

the highest level with a 2.5 to 3 fold increase over the equilibrium solubility of ROA.  

The KSD processed composition likely provided superior performance when compared to 

the HME composition due to greater amorphous character, as evidenced by XRPD 

analysis.  Based on this finding, it may be possible to detect residual amounts of 

crystallinity, not detected by XRPD or differential scanning calorimetry, by performing a 

non-sink dissolution analysis.  

 

3.5 CONCLUSIONS 

Dissolution enhanced compositions of a drug substance exhibiting chemical 

instability at elevated temperatures and in acidic environments were prepared by fusion 

processing techniques.  When comparing manufacturing techniques, it was found that 

KSD provided a 3 fold increase in ROA recovery over HME for Eudragit® L100-55 

compositions, without the need for plasticizer or micronized ROA.  Furthermore, 

compositions utilizing HPMCAS prepared by HME contained crystalline ROA and high 

levels of impurities whereas KSD compositions were substantially amorphous and 

contained fewer impurities.  Non-sink dissolution performance of HME and KSD 

processed compositions provided supersaturation levels approximately 2 to 3 times 

greater than equilibrium solubility.  It was clearly demonstrated that KSD is an effective 
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method of forming dissolution enhanced amorphous solid solutions of chemically and 

thermally unstable compounds due to the ability to rapidly process compositions. 
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Chapter 4:  Thermal Processing of a Poorly Water-Soluble Drug 
Substance Exhibiting a High Melting Point:  The Utility of KinetiSol® 

Dispersing 

 

4.1 ABSTRACT 

Poorly water-soluble drug substances that exhibit high melting points are often 

difficult to successfully process by fusion-based techniques.  The purpose of this study 

was to identify a suitable polymer system for meloxicam (MLX), a high melting point 

class II BCS compound, and investigate thermal processing techniques for the 

preparation of chemically stable single phase solid dispersions.  Thermal and solution 

based screening techniques were utilized to screen hydrophilic polymers suitable for 

immediate release formulations.  Results of the screening studies demonstrated that 

Soluplus® (SOL) provided the highest degree of miscibility and solubility enhancement.  

A hot-melt extrusion feasibility study demonstrated that high temperatures and extended 

residence times were required in order to render compositions amorphous, causing 

significant degradation of MLX.  A design of experiments (DOE) was conducted on the 

KinetiSol® Dispersing (KSD) process to evaluate the effect of processing conditions on 

the chemical stability and amorphous character of MLX.  The study demonstrated that 

ejection temperature significantly impacted MLX stability.  All samples prepared by 

KSD were substantially amorphous.  Dissolution analysis of the KSD processed solid 

dispersions showed increased dissolution rates and extent of supersaturation over the 

marketed generic MLX tablets. 
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4.2 INTRODUCTION 

With the introduction of high-throughput screening to the pharmaceutical 

industry, the number of newly synthesized chemical entities exhibiting poor water-

solubility characteristics has increased dramatically (Lipinski 2000, Lipinski 2002).  In 

most cases these drug substances exist in a thermodynamically stable crystalline state, 

often resulting in poor oral bioavailability.  When amorphous, a drug substance is in a 

high free energy and entropy state and is capable of exhibiting apparent solubilities many 

times greater than that of its crystalline form (Hancock and Parks 2000, Janssens and Van 

den Mooter 2009).  This improvement in apparent solubility often results in increased 

oral bioavailability for drugs where absorption is not limited by permeability.  However, 

apparent solubility is transient in nature and without stabilization solubility will 

ultimately decrease to that of the most thermodynamically stable form.  Similarly, 

amorphous solids are inherently unstable in that the drug substance may revert to the 

thermodynamically stable crystalline state during processing or storage (Hancock et al. 

1995). 

 

An increasingly popular method of enhancing apparent solubility values and 

kinetically stabilizing the amorphous form of a drug substance is through the manufacture 

of single phase solid dispersions, also termed solid solutions, in polymeric matrices.  The 

use of amorphous polymers in solid dispersion systems was first described by Tachibana 

et al. in 1965 (Tachibana and Nakamura 1965, Leuner and Dressman 2000).  The ability 

of a polymer system to provide solubility enhancement properties is dependent on the 

drug substance and may be experimentally determined (Vandecruys et al. 2007).  While 

semi-crystalline polymers may be used for this purpose, amorphous polymers are 

frequently used due to their inherent physical stability and dissolution properties.  Solid 
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dispersion systems such as these have been extensively studied and have been shown to 

significantly improve oral bioavailability (Ambike et al. 2005, DiNunzio et al. 2008b, 

DiNunzio et al. 2010c, DiNunzio et al. 2010d).   

 

Single phase solid dispersions may be prepared by solvent-based methods such as 

spray-drying and lyophilization or fusion-based techniques such as hot-melt extrusion 

(HME) (Breitenbach 2002, Six et al. 2003, Verreck et al. 2003, Friesen et al. 2008, 

Curatolo et al. 2009).  While fusion-based techniques such as HME do not require the use 

of organic solvents, degradation of the drug substance due to high processing 

temperatures is a concern (Follonier et al. 1994, Repka et al. 1999, Repka et al. 2003, 

DiNunzio et al. 2010a, Hughey et al. 2010).   

 

For thermally stable drug substances and polymers, HME may be conducted at 

temperatures above the melting temperature of the drug substance.  This scenario is ideal 

as it does not require high shear rates to render drug substances amorphous.  However, 

this can result in a multi-phase system if the components do not exhibit miscibility.  

Processing temperatures below that of the drug’s melting point are also possible provided 

that there is adequate shear input to render the drug substance amorphous (Chokski et al. 

2005, Qi et al. 2008, Liu et al. 2010).  If processing occurs at temperatures much less than 

the melting point of the drug substance, reasonable residence times may not be sufficient 

to solubilize the drug substance.  In these cases, increasing specific shear input or 

processing temperature can facilitate the solubilization process.  However, the HME 

process is somewhat limited in the amount of shear that can be imparted to the melt.  

Furthermore, elevated temperatures can cause decomposition of the polymer system or 

drug substance.  
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KinetiSol® Dispersing (KSD) has emerged as a novel fusion-based processing 

technique that is capable of imparting high rates of shear into compositions.  In this 

processing technique, paddles within a cylindrical chamber containing raw materials 

rapidly rotate, generating all heat energy through a combination of shear and friction.  

Temperatures within the chamber rapidly increase from room temperature to the desired 

ejection temperature, allowing for minimal thermal exposure.  The technique has been 

previously utilized to prepare single phase solid dispersions of itraconazole in 

hypromellose, a highly viscous water-soluble polymer (DiNunzio et al. 2010c, DiNunzio 

et al. 2010d).  Similarly, the KSD process has been utilized to prepare plasticizer-free 

compositions of Eudragit® L100-55 and other advanced solid dispersions (DiNunzio et 

al. 2010b, DiNunzio et al. 2010d).   The ability of KSD to successfully process 

compositions such as these can be attributed to its high torque output and rates of shear.   

 

Meloxicam (MLX) is a widely used non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug 

(NSAID) with its structure depicted in Figure 4.1.  The weak acid form of MLX is 

characterized as having solubility values of 12 μg mL-1 and 0.9 μg mL-1 in water and 

0.1N HCl, respectively with reported pKa values of 1.09 and 4.18 (Luger et al. 1996, 

Seedher and Bhatia 2003).  Having a high permeability, MLX is classified as a class II 

BCS compound.  The melting point of MLX is reported to be approximately 270ºC, 

indicating that HME may not be a suitable processing technique for the preparation of 

amorphous compositions (Bashiri-Shahroodi et al. 2008). 
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were screened for miscibility with MLX miscibility and their extent of solubility 

enhancement in solution.  Once a suitable polymer was selected, thermal processing 

studies utilizing HME and KSD were conducted to evaluate the suitability of each.  A 

design of experiments (DOE) was conducted to evaluate the effect of KSD processing 

conditions on amorphous character and recovery of MLX in the preparation of 

dissolution enhanced dosage forms. 

 

4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

4.3.1 Materials 

Kollidon® 30 (polyvinylpyrollidone) (PVP), Kollidon® VA 64 (PVPVA) a 

vinylpyrrolidone-vinylacetate copolymer and Soluplus® (SOL), a polyvinyl caprolactam-

polyvinyl acetate-polyethylene glycol graft copolymer were kindly donated by BASF 

Corporation (Florham Park, NJ).  Weight average molecular weights of PVP, PVPVA 

and SOL are 50,000 g/mol, 65,000 g/mol, 118,000 g/mol, respectively.  Meloxicam 

(MLX) was purchased from Aurobindo Pharma Ltd. (Ameerpet, India).  Generic MLX 

tablets (15 mg) (Zydus Pharmaceuticals, Princeton, NJ) were purchased from the 

department of University Health Services at The University of Texas at Austin (Austin, 

TX).  High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade methanol was purchased 

from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA).  All other chemicals were of ACS grade or 

higher. 
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4.3.2 Methods 

4.3.2.1 Kinetisol® Dispersing  

KinetiSol® Dispersing (KSD) activities were conducted on a lab scale 

pharmaceutical compounder designed and manufactured by DisperSol Technologies, 

L.L.C. (Austin, TX), as previously described (DiNunzio et al. 2010a, DiNunzio et al. 

2010c, DiNunzio et al. 2010b, DiNunzio et al. 2010d, Hughey et al. 2010). Binary 

mixtures of polymer and meloxicam (50 g total) were mixed by hand for 1-minute in a 

low density polyethylene bag prior to being placed in the KSD processing chamber.  

Once processing began, an automated computer control module was utilized to monitor 

real-time paddle rotational speed, amperage, and product temperature.  Immediately after 

the desired product temperature was reached (ejection temperature), the molten 

dispersion was ejected into a stainless steel product container and rapidly quenched 

between two chilled plates.  Compositions were immediately milled using a Laboratory 

L1A Fitzmill (Fitzpatrick Inc., Elmhurst, IN) equipped with a 0.020-inch screen at 9,000 

rpm and passed through a 60-mesh (250 μm) screen prior to characterization.  Processing 

conditions and real-time data graphs are outlined in the Results and Discussion section. 

 

4.3.2.2 Hot-Melt Extrusion 

A HAAKE Minilab II Microcompounder (Thermo Electron Corporation, 

Newington, NH) equipped with 5/14 mm conical screws and a 2-mm circular die was 

utilized for hot melt extrusion (HME) studies.  Binary mixtures of polymer and 

meloxicam (50 g total) were mixed by hand for 1-minute in a low density polyethylene 

bag prior to being manually fed into the extruder hopper.  The extruder was operated in 

flush and recirculate modes, as described in subsequent sections.  Extrudates were cooled 

to room temperature by convective cooling and immediately milled with a Laboratory 
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L1A Fitzmill equipped with a 0.020-inch screen at 9,000 rpm and passed through a 60-

mesh (250 μm) screen prior to characterization.  Actual HME processing conditions are 

outlined in the Results and Discussion section. 

 

4.3.2.3 Hot Stage Microscopy 

The miscibility of MLX in each polymer system was evaluated by hot-stage 

microscopy (HSM).  Solutions of polymers were prepared by dissolving SOL and 

PVPVA in acetone while PVP was dissolved in methanol.  Resulting solutions were 

pipetted onto glass microscope slides and placed in a desiccator at room temperature for 

24 hours.  Meloxicam powder was dispersed over the dried polymeric films and placed 

on a FP82HT hot stage (Mettler Toledo, Columbus, OH).  An Olympus BX60 

microscope (Olympus Corp., Center Valley, PA) equipped with an Insight QE camera 

(Diagnostic Instruments, Inc., Sterling Heights, MI) captured images prior to heating, 

after 15 minutes at 175ºC and after an additional 15 minutes at 200ºC.  

 

4.3.2.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis 

A Perkin-Elmer Thermogravimetric Analyzer (Norwalk, CT) was utilized to 

evaluate the thermal stability of MLX, each polymer system and combinations thereof.  

Prior to analysis, moisture was removed from samples by placing bulk samples under 

vacuum in a desiccator for 48 hours.  Approximately 10 mg of each desiccated raw 

material was weighed into separate 40 µL aluminum pans.  Sample pans were placed in 

the chamber and equilibrated at 50ºC under a constant flow of nitrogen (65 mL/min).  

Once equilibrated, sample mass was monitored as the temperature was increased from 

50ºC to 350ºC at a rate of 10ºC/min. 
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4.3.2.5 X-Ray Powder Diffraction 

Milled dispersions, unprocessed MLX and unprocessed polymers were placed on 

an aluminum sample holder suitable for X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) analysis.  A 

Philips Model 1710 X-ray diffractometer (Philips Electronic Instruments Inc., Mahwah, 

NJ) operating at 40 kV and 30 mA was used to determine the presence of crystallinity in 

processed compositions.  Samples were scanned over a 2θ range of 5° to 50° with a step 

size of 0.05° and a dwell time of 3 seconds. 

 

4.3.2.6 High Performance Liquid Chromatography 

 High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used to analyze MLX 

content in solubility screening and recovery analysis samples.  A Waters 717 autosampler 

(Waters Corporation, Milford, MA) was utilized to inject 35 μL samples onto a 

Phenomenex® Luna 5 μm C18(2), 150 x 4.6 mm column (Phenomenex®, Torrance, 

CA).  The aqueous mobile phase consisted of a 0.1% (w/v) monobasic potassium 

phosphate aqueous solution, adjusted to pH 6.0 while the organic phase was HPLC grade 

methanol.  The total mobile phase flow rate throughout the gradient method was 1.00 mL 

min-1.  A Waters 2996 photodiode array detector, extracting at 362 nm, quantified the 

amount of meloxicam in each sample. The retention time of MLX was approximately 8.5 

min.  All analyses maintained linearity (R2 ≥ 0.999) in the range tested and a relative 

standard deviation of less than 2.0%.  Empower version 5.0 was utilized to process all 

chromatography data. 
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4.3.2.7 Solubility Enhancement Study  

Approximately 10 mg of MLX was weighed into 60 separate culture tubes.  

Polymers (PVP, PVPVA or SOL) were incorporated into the culture tubes such that 

concentrations of 0%, 0.1%, 0.3% or 0.9% (n=3 for each individual system) would be 

obtained with the addition of 10 mL of deionized water or 0.1N HCl.  Once the 

appropriate media was added, the culture tubes were sonicated for 90 minutes which 

resulted in excess MLX suspended in solutions of PVP, PVPVA or SOL.   Culture tubes 

containing SOL exhibited a Tyndall effect that became more prevalent as polymer 

concentration was increased.  Samples were shaken at room temperature on a Lab-Line 

Orbit Environ-Shaker (Lab-Line, Melrose Park, IL) at 100 rpm for 72 hours.  Suspension 

pH values were recorded and aliquots were filtered through Whatman 0.45 um PVDF 

filters (Whatman, Piscataway, NJ) and analyzed by high performance liquid 

chromatography to determine equilibrium solubility values. 

 

4.3.2.8 MLX Recovery Testing 

High performance liquid chromatography was used to determine MLX recovery 

values in prepared compositions.  Milled dispersions were accurately weighed to 100.0 ± 

3 mg and placed in 100-mL volumetric flasks.  Approximately 75 mL of a 50:50:5 

mixture of methanol:water:1N NaOH diluent was added to the flasks which were then 

subjected to 2 minutes of sonication.  Once brought to volume and mixed, samples were 

filtered through 25 mm 0.2 μm PVDF filters (Whatman, Piscataway, NJ) and transferred 

to 1 mL vials (VWR International, West Chester, PA) for HPLC analysis.  MLX assay 

values were adjusted for the recorded sample weight and compared to a known standard 

containing 10.0 ± 0.10 mg in 100 mL of the diluent described above. 
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4.3.2.9 Dissolution Analysis 

Dissolution analysis of KSD processed compositions was performed in 900 mL of 

water and 0.1N HCl according to the USP 34 Apparatus II (paddle) method at 50 rpm.  A 

VK 7000 dissolution apparatus (Vankel Technology Group, Cary, NC) equipped with a 

VK 8000 autosampler was utilized for the analysis.  Milled dispersions and tablets were 

weighed such that each vessel contained 15 mg of MLX.  All materials studied rapidly 

dispersed in the dissolution vessel and did not exhibit coning.  During analysis, samples 

were taken at 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60, 90, and 120 minutes without media replacement.  

Each sample was immediately diluted at a 1:1 ratio with a 50:50:5 mixture of 

methanol:water:1N NaOH to prevent the precipitation of MLX.  Samples were 

transferred to a 96-well plate reader and analyzed by UV-Vis spectrophotometry at 362 

nm. 

 

4.3.2.10 Statistical Analysis 

The design of experiments (DOE) and subsequent statistical analyses were 

conducted with MINITAB Release 14 software (Minitab, Inc., State College, PA).  In 

ANOVA analyses, a value of p ≤ 0.05 was used as the criteria for statistical significance. 

 

4.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.4.1 Thermal Based Polymer Screening Studies 

Thermogravimetric analysis is a tool often utilized by pharmaceutical scientists to 

screen formulation components for thermal degradation.  This technique is particularly 

useful for drug substances or polymers that are candidates for thermal processing 
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TGA study could lead one to believe that a processing temperature in the range of 270ºC, 

the reported melting point of MLX, would be suitable for PVPVA and SOL matrices.  

However, Kolter et al. described the maximum HME processing temperature of PVPVA 

and SOL as being below 200ºC (Kolter et al. 2010).  The researchers described these 

polymers as browning at temperatures above 200ºC, indicating a thermal decomposition 

mechanism that is not observed by TGA.  It should also be noted that the authors did not 

characterize PVP (Kollidon® 30) due to its propensity to degrade at elevated 

temperatures.   

 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a tool that may be utilized to measure 

the extent of miscibility between a drug substance and a polymer matrix through melting 

point depression (Forster et al. 2001).  When 1:3 MLX:polymer physical mixtures were 

heated in crimped aluminum pans, the resulting thermograms showed that decomposition 

of one or more substances occurred at temperatures above 200ºC in each case (data not 

presented).  Thermograms of pure polymer and raw drug substance did not show signs of 

decomposition.  It was hypothesized that the observed degradation was that of 

molecularly dispersed or amorphous MLX as dissolution within polymer systems 

occurred.  This phenomenon occurred at temperatures much lower than 270ºC, the 

reported melting temperature of MLX.  In previous work conducted by Hughey et al., it 

was found that the thermally labile drug substance being studied decomposed at a 

temperature much lower than predicted by TGA when in the presence of molten 

polymers due to the formation of amorphous drug (Hughey et al. 2010).  In order to 

further characterize the observed degradation in the present study, 1:3 physical mixtures 

of MLX:polymer were prepared and analyzed by TGA.  Inspection of Figure 4.3 

confirmed that without shear input or mixing, degradation of MLX:polymer blends 
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As expected, MLX did not undergo a phase transformation in the absence of 

polymer at the temperature range studied due to its high melting point.  Further 

inspection of Figure 4.4 showed that dissolution of MLX into PVP was not observed at 

the temperature range studied, either due to immiscibility or high viscosity of the 

polymer.  Extensive solubilization of MLX in PVPVA and SOL was observed at 

temperatures as low at 175ºC.  These findings correlated well with results of the TGA 

study of physical mixtures that showed higher rates of MLX degradation in PVPVA and 

SOL matrices due to the formation of amorphous MLX at elevated temperatures.   

 

Based on results of the TGA and HSM studies, it was clear that PVPVA and SOL 

were capable of solubilizing MLX at temperatures well below the crystalline melting 

point of MLX.  However, TGA studies indicated that thermal processing techniques may 

cause decomposition of MLX to occur at relatively low temperatures. 

 

4.4.2 Solution Based Polymer Screening Studies 

When identifying a polymeric carrier for solid dispersion applications, it is 

important to identify one that provides a high degree of supersaturation of poorly water-

soluble drug substances (Vandecruys et al. 2007).  In order to identify the most suitable 

water-soluble polymer for amorphous dispersions of MLX, a polymer solution screening 

study was conducted.  In this study, the ability of PVP, PVPVA and SOL to supersaturate 

MLX was evaluated and compared to controls in deionized water and 0.1N HCl.   

 

Analysis of the control containing water showed that the water solubility of MLX 

was approximately 14.1 μg/mL, in close agreement with the reported value of 12.0 
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μg/mL (Seedher and Bhatia 2003).  In unbuffered water, the solubility of MLX was 

significantly reduced in the presence of PVP and PVPVA, as shown in Figure 4.5.  This 

effect became more apparent as the polymer concentration was increased from 0.1% to 

0.3%.  Further inspection of Figure 4.5 demonstrated that the addition of these polymers 

caused the suspension pH to decrease, which effectively reduced the solubility of MLX, a 

weak acid.  Similarly, as the concentration of SOL was increased from 0.1% to 0.3%, the 

suspension pH was found to decrease.  However, unlike PVP and PVPVA, increased 

concentrations of SOL resulted in a statistically significant increase in MLX solubility.  

Specifically, at a concentration of 0.9%, the solubility of MLX was found to be enhanced 

by 2-fold.  This solubility enhancement can be attributed to the micellar solubilization 

properties of SOL, as evidenced by an observed Tyndall effect that became more 

apparent as concentration increased.  The critical micelle concentration of (CMC) of SOL 

is 7 μg mL-1, which was achieved at even the lowest SOL concentration studied (BASF 

2010). 
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Solution based screening studies demonstrated that SOL provided the greatest 

degree of supersaturation in water and in 0.1N HCl mediums at all polymer 

concentrations studied  Based on this observation and thermal screening results, SOL was 

chosen as the matrix polymer for subsequent studies.  A MLX:SOL ratio of 1:9 was 

utilized based on the required MLX dose of 15 mg. 

 

4.4.3 Hot Melt Extrusion 

Hot-stage microscopy images demonstrated that SOL solubilized MLX at 

temperatures as low as 175ºC.  This finding indicated that thermal processing could take 

place well below the melting point of MLX.  A study investigating the feasibility of 

processing 1:9 compositions of MLX:SOL by HME was conducted.  Processing 

conditions and resulting MLX assay values are presented in Table 4.1.  Initial attempts to 

extrude compositions at 160ºC without recirculation resulted in completely opaque 

compositions, indicating the presence of crystalline MLX.  Extrusion temperature was 

increased to 175ºC in an effort to form an amorphous composition.  When extruding at 

this temperature without recirculation the extrudate appeared translucent with darkening, 

indicating low levels of MLX crystallinity and degradation.  As the recirculation time 

was increased to 2 min at 175ºC, compositions became glassy but were significantly 

darker than the composition prepared without recirculation, indicating additional 

decomposition.   
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Table 4.1 Hot melt extrusion processing conditions 

Temperature (°C) Screw Speed (rpm) Recirculation Time 
(min) 

MLX Recovery 
(%) 

160 100 0 94.8 ± 4.1 
175 100 0 90.6 ± 2.4 
175 100 2 87.1 ± 3.2 

 

Results of the HME processing study showed that as temperature or recirculation 

time increased the percent MLX recovered decreased significantly.  Inspection of HPLC 

chromatograms confirmed that MLX related impurities increased proportionally as 

extrusion temperature and recirculation time increased.  These findings correlated well 

with visual observations, demonstrating that MLX is prone to degradation at temperatures 

much lower than predicted by TGA. 

 

 In order to access MLX crystallinity in the HME processed compositions, an 

XRPD analysis was conducted.  Diffractograms, presented in Figure 4.6 demonstrate that 

MLX has strong characteristic peaks at 2θ values of 12.9º, 14.8º, 18.4º and 25.7º that are 

readily apparent in the 1:9 MLX:SOL physical mixture.  Further analysis of Figure 4.6 

clearly showed the presence of crystalline MLX in HME compositions processed without 

recirculation.  As the recirculation time increased to 2 minutes, effectively increasing 

cumulative thermal exposure, MLX crystallinity decreased to very low but detectable 

levels.   
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solvent that dissolves drug particles under intensive mixing (Liu et al. 2010).  Therefore, 

compositions prepared in this manner would be predicted to form single phase solid 

dispersions provided that they are shown to be amorphous by a method such as XRPD 

analysis.  However, without a secondary method of analysis, the number of phases can’t 

be determined with certainty. 

 

The HME study demonstrated that in order to achieve complete conversion of 

crystalline MLX to an amorphous form, a relatively long mixing time was required which 

resulted in decomposition of MLX.  In order to understand the factors that can control the 

MLX dissolution rate into a molten polymer, it is useful to refer to the Noyes-Whitney 

equation which is based on Fick’s first law (Hintz and Johnson 1989, Liu et al. 2010).  

While intended to describe the dissolution rate of drug particles in an aqueous 

environment, there are parallels to the system described above that allow one to 

understand the factors influencing drug dissolution into a molten polymer.  Inspection of 

the equation shows that the dissolution rate of a drug particle is inversely proportional to 

the thickness of its boundary layer, h, and is proportional to the solubility of the drug 

substance in the dissolving medium, Cs: 

   = ⁄ ⁄ ( ) 	        Equation 4.1 

 

where M is the particle mass, t is time, mi and ri are the initial single particle mass and 

radius, n is the total number of particles, V is the total volume of the mixture, D is the 

diffusion coefficient and ρ is the drug particle density. 
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Generally speaking, the solubility of a drug substance in a dissolving medium 

decreases as the temperature of the system is decreased.  Similarly, in a molten 

drug:polymer system, the solubility of a drug substance would be expected to decrease as 

the difference between processing temperature and the melting point of the drug 

substance increases.  In the case of a high melting point compound such as MLX, this 

difference may be very large which can result in a low solubility value, hindering 

dissolution of the drug into the polymer system.  Therefore, drug solubility within the 

polymer may be relatively low even at high processing temperatures which may result in 

incomplete drug dissolution in the barrel residence time in an HME process.  In the case 

of MLX, increasing processing temperature or barrel residence time is not an option due 

to thermal instability. 

 

As alluded to previously, another potential method of increasing the dissolution 

rate of a drug into a molten drug:polymer system is to decrease the boundary layer 

thickness of the dissolving particle.  In HME processing, the boundary layer thickness 

may be decreased by increasing specific shear input.  This may be accomplished by 

increasing the number of distributive and dispersive mixing elements in a modular screw 

design or by increasing screw speeds.  However, there are limitations to the amount of 

shear that can be imparted to a melt with the HME process and it may not be possible to 

reduce the boundary layer thickness sufficiently.  While the addition of aggressive 

mixing elements can increase rates of shear to an acceptable level, they often increase 

barrel residence time which can result in degradation of the drug substance. 

 

As demonstrated in this study, MLX was not rendered amorphous in a processing 

time that allowed for the formation of an amorphous system without decomposition.  
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Increasing the processing temperature, which in effect increases Cs, and barrel residence 

time by recirculation allowed for substantial drug dissolution within the polymer. 

However extensive degradation of MLX was observed as evidenced by low MLX 

recovery values. 

 

4.4.4 KinetiSol® Dispersing 

KinetiSol® Dispersing is a high shear processing method that has been previously 

utilized to rapidly process amorphous compositions of chemically unstable drug 

substances (DiNunzio et al. 2010a, Hughey et al. 2010).  In this processing technique, 

solid dispersions are prepared in less than 30 s and are exposed to elevated temperatures 

for a fraction of that time.  It was hypothesized that increased rates of shear and short 

processing times inherent to the KSD process would allow for high melting point 

compounds such as MLX to be rapidly rendered amorphous with minimal decomposition. 

 

 Rotational speed and ejection temperature were identified as the critical 

parameters in the KSD process that can affect the chemical stability and physical state of 

a drug substance.  A 2-level full factorial DOE, presented in Table 4.2, was conducted to 

evaluate the effect of these two processing variables on MLX recovery and crystallinity 

of the prepared solid dispersions.  The studied levels represent a wide range of processing 

conditions that may offer certain advantages. 
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Table 4.2 KSD processing conditions of batches produced for factorial DOE 

Pattern Processing Speed 
(rpm) 

Ejection Temperature 
(°C) 

MLX Assay 
(%) 

-- 2,250 110 97.7 ± 0.9 
-+ 2,250 140 84.9 ± 0.5 
00 2,625 125 89.0 ± 3.4 
+- 3,000 110 98.6 ± 0.9 
++ 3,000 140 81.5 ± 0.6 

 

Characteristic of compositions prepared by KSD, relatively rapid cycle times 

were observed, which in effect minimized thermal exposure.  Processing profiles of the 

compositions prepared for the DOE are presented in Figure 4.7.  Compositions prepared 

at 3,000 rpm were ejected from the compounder within 10 s, with exposure to 

temperatures above 100°C for less than 3 s.  Residence time within the processing 

chamber increased to as high as 22 s when compositions were processed at 2,250 rpm due 

to a reduction in thermal energy input.  All processing curves are characterized as having 

an inflection point that becomes more apparent as the processing speed is decreased.  

This can be attributed to a kinetic event related to the glass transition temperature of the 

polymer.  In an optimized process, ejection would take place during the temperature 

inflection to avoid excessive thermal energy input. 
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While amorphous solid dispersions were prepared at all conditions studied, only 

those prepared with low ejection temperatures exhibited suitable MLX recovery values.  

Results of the factorial DOE indicated that degradation of MLX in KSD processed 

compositions was a function of temperature.  To further evaluate this finding, a study was 

designed to investigate the effect of various ejection temperatures between 110°C and 

140°C on MLX recovery at a constant processing speed of 2,625 rpm.  Similar to 

previous MLX compositions prepared by KSD, all processing profiles exhibited a similar 

slope after their respective inflection points as illustrated in Figure 4.10.  Resulting MLX 

recovery values are detailed inTable 4.3.  As the ejection temperature was increased from 

110°C to 118°C there was no significant change in MLX degradation (p=0.941).  

However, increasing the ejection temperature to 125°C resulted in a statistically 

significant increase in MLX degradation (p=0.009).  Inspection of HPLC chromatograms 

confirmed that impurity levels increased as the ejection temperature was changed from 

118°C to 125°C.  While a further ejection temperature increase to 133°C did not result in 

additional degradation (p=0.975), a further increase to 140°C did cause significantly 

more degradation of MLX (p=0.012),  This trend clearly demonstrated that the onset of 

MLX degradation occurred at a temperature between 118°C and 125°C.  Provided that 

thermal processing occurs at temperatures below 118°C, KSD processing is an acceptable 

manufacturing technique for this particular system.  The ability of the KSD process to 

successfully process combinations such as this is primarily due its high torque output 

which allows for low temperature processing relative to HME processing. 
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4.4.5 Dissolution Characterization 

 It is reasonable to assume that an oral composition containing 15 mg of 

MLX, capable of supersaturating the dissolving medium, would produce a sufficient 

concentration of dissolved drug to allow or increased drug absorption and a more rapid 

therapeutic benefit. In order to assess the dissolution rate enhancement of MLX solid 

dispersions, a non-sink dissolution analysis was conducted.  As a comparator, dissolution 

analysis was also conducted on commercially available generic MLX tablets (15 mg).  

Results of the dissolution analysis in 0.1N HCl and deionized water are presented in 0a 

and 11b, respectively.  Inspection of the drug release profiles revealed that the dissolution 

rate and extent of the solid dispersion system was much higher than that of the marketed 

15 mg MLX tablet.  In 0.1N HCl, the marketed dosage form exhibited minimal release (< 

2 mg) while the solid dispersion exhibited rapid and complete release (~15 mg) within 

the 2 hour testing period.  Further inspection of Figure 11a revealed that MLX in the 

marketed dosage form reached a concentration that was 2-fold greater than the 

equilibrium solubility of MLX.  This could potentially be due to the presence of a higher 

energy form of MLX created during a manufacturing unit operation (i.e., milling, 

granulation, etc.).  Another possible explanation is the presence of sodium citrate in the 

tablet which could, in effect, increase microenvironment pH and result in a higher 

aqueous solubility.  In deionized water, the solid dispersion showed complete dissolution 

(~15 mg) within 20 minutes whereas approximately half (~6 mg) of the MLX in the 

marketed dosage form had solubilized. 
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Proper polymer carrier selection is an important aspect in the formulation of 

single phase solid dispersions containing high melting point drug substances.  It is 

important to select a carrier that adequately solubilizes the drug substance at temperatures 

much lower than its melting point while also providing dissolution enhancement 

properties.  As demonstrated in this study, residence times typical of the HME process 

were not sufficient to render compositions completely amorphous.  However, extending 

residence times to facilitate the formation of amorphous MLX caused degradation of the 

drug substance.  The effect of KSD processing conditions on the chemical stability and 

amorphous character of MLX was also studied.  The KSD process provided acceptable 

MLX recovery values and amorphous character at temperatures much lower than 

required for HME processing.  DOE results demonstrated that the KSD ejection 

temperature significantly impacted MLX recovery values.  Further investigation of this 

finding clearly showed that KSD processing of MLX:SOL systems was possible at 

temperatures below 118°C, which cannot be accomplished by the more traditional hot 

melt extrusion manufacturing technique..  Through proper selection of the carrier 

polymer and careful selection of processing parameters, it is possible to produce 

chemically amorphous solid solutions of high melting point compounds by KSD 

processing. 
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Chapter 5:  Preparation and Characterization of Fusion Processed Solid 
Dispersions Containing a Viscous Thermally Labile Polymeric Carrier 

 

5.0 ABSTRACT 

 
The aim of the present study was to investigate the ability of hydroxypropyl and 

methoxyl substituted cellulose ethers to stabilize supersaturated concentrations of 

itraconazole (ITZ), a poorly water-soluble weak base, after an acid-to-neutral pH 

transition.  Stabilization was found to be related to the molecular weight of the polymer 

and the levels of hydroxypropyl and methoxyl substitution.  METHOCEL™ E50LV 

(E50LV), which is characterized as having a high melt viscosity, was selected for solid 

dispersion formulation studies.  Hot-melt extrusion processing of E50LV based 

compositions resulted in high torque loads, low material throughput and polymer 

degradation. KinetiSol® Dispersing, a novel fusion based processing technique, was 

evaluated as a method to prepare the solid dispersions with reduced levels of polymer 

degradation.  An experimental design revealed that E50LV molecular weight was 

sensitive to shearing forces and high temperatures.  However, optimal processing 

conditions resulted in significantly reduced E50LV degradation relative to HME 

processing.  The technique was effectively utilized to prepare homogenous solid solutions 

of E50LV and ITZ, characterized as having a single glass transition temperature over a 

wide range of drug loadings.  All prepared compositions provided for a high degree of 

ITZ supersaturation stabilization. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Despite having a high therapeutic activity, many drug substances under 

development exhibit low aqueous solubility and consequently, poor bioavailability 

(Lipinski 2002).  Low aqueous solubility can largely be attributed to high intermolecular 

forces within the crystal lattice, high liphophilicity or a combination of these factors (Jain 

and Yalkowsky 2001, Jain et al. 2006).  Improving the aqueous solubility of these 

compounds, even temporarily, can significantly impact their absorption in the 

gastrointestinal tract when delivered orally.  To this end, enhancing the solubility of this 

class of drug substances has become a major point of interest in the pharmaceutical 

industry.   

 

To specifically address strong intermolecular forces within a crystal lattice, 

chemical components may be incorporated at the molecular level to form ionic salts 

(Bastin et al. 2000, Serajuddin 2007), co-crystals (Vishweshwar et al. 2006, Medina et al. 

2010) or in some cases prodrugs (Stella and Nti-Addae 2007).  However, these 

techniques are generally evaluated at the early stages of drug development and may not 

be feasible.  Techniques that do not require chemical modification and are relatively 

common include particle size reduction (i.e., nanosized crystals) (Merisko-Liversidge et 

al. 2003, Keck and Muller 2006), modification of the crystal lattice to form polymorphs 

(Pudipeddi and Serajuddin 2005, Alvarez et al. 2009) or amorphous solids (Craig et al. 

1999, Hancock and Parks 2000, Hancock 2006).  However, the physical instability of 

polymorphs and amorphous solids has limited their use in approved drug products 

(Haleblian and McCrone 1969, Hancock et al. 1995).  Complexation of the drug 

substance with a substrate such as cyclodextrins (Loftsson and Brewster 1996, Brewster 

et al. 2008) or mesoporous silica (Mellaerts et al. 2007, Mellaerts et al. 2008a, Mellaerts 
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et al. 2008b) is also possible.  Solubilization techniques are becoming increasingly 

common to address poor aqueous solubility, particularly for those substances that exhibit 

a high degree of lipophilicity.  Such techniques include micellar solubilization or 

emulsions (Shah et al. 1994, Gursoy and Benita 2004, Kang et al. 2004), lipid 

solubilization (Pouton 2000, Porter et al. 2008), co-solvent or solvent based systems 

(Dannenfelser et al. 2004, Pole 2008) and those that result in single phase amorphous 

solid dispersions (i.e., solid solutions) (Chiou and Riegelman 1971, Leuner and Dressman 

2000). 

 

Solid dispersion systems have been studied extensively over the last several 

decades with a number of advancements being made.  It has become apparent that 

polymers with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic functional groups are well-suited for 

use as carriers in which the drug substance is dissolved at the molecular level (DiNunzio 

et al. 2008b, Friesen et al. 2008, Miller et al. 2008b, Miller et al. 2008a, Curatolo et al. 

2009).  Interactions between polymer and drug functional groups are capable of not only 

kinetically stabilizing the amorphous form in the solid-state, but also inhibiting 

precipitation in the liquid state, effectively providing maintenance of supersaturation 

(DiNunzio et al. 2008b, Curatolo et al. 2009).  A number of mechanisms have been 

proposed to describe the method by which the precipitation is inhibited by an additive 

such as a polymer.  Examples of these include alteration of surface tension or saturation 

solubility, changing the absorption layer at the crystal-medium interface and absorption 

onto a crystal interface thereby preventing further crystallization (Brewster et al. 2008).   

 

The use of cellulose-based polymeric carriers in solid dispersion systems is 

becoming relatively common due to their effectiveness as precipitation inhibitors.  In a 
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study by DiNunzio et al., the use of cellulose acetate phthalate (CAP) and polyvinyl 

acetate phthalate (PVAP) as solid dispersion carriers was evaluated (2008b).  In neutral 

media, cellulose acetate phthalate (CAP) based solid dispersions provided a 20-fold 

improvement in ITZ supersaturation in comparison to polyvinyl acetate phthalate (PVAP) 

based dispersions.  The authors hypothesized that the more flexible cellulosic polymer 

backbone present in CAP may have provided shielding of ITZ from interactions that 

could result in recrystallization.  In a related study, hypromellose (HPMC) and 

hypromellose acetate succinate (HPMCAS) with varying levels of substitution and 

molecular weight were evaluated for their ability to stabilize ITZ in neutral media 

following an acid-to-neutral pH transition (DiNunzio et al. 2010d).  The authors 

concluded that ITZ stabilization was related to steric hindrance and hydrophobic 

interactions which increased with molecular weight and degree of hydrophobic 

substitution, respectively (DiNunzio et al. 2010d).  In a related study, Miller et al. 

evaluated various synthetic and cellulose based polymers over a range of molecular 

weights as solid dispersion carriers to improve in vitro and in vivo absorption of ITZ 

(2008a).  Hypromellose (HPMC) was determined to be the most suitable stabilizer due to 

its strong intermolecular interaction with ITZ molecules in solution.  Furthermore, it was 

discovered that increasing the molecular weight of HPMC provided a higher degree of 

precipitation inhibition which was attributed to increased solution viscosities.  While not 

specifically related to solid dispersion applications, Raghavan et al. evaluated the ability 

of hypromellose (HPMC) and polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) to inhibit the precipitation of 

hydrocortisone acetate from a cosolvent system (2001).  The authors found that when 

HPMC was present, the precipitation induction time increased with increasing polymer 

concentration.  However, solution viscosity was not found to influence the rate of 

precipitation.  It was concluded that precipitation was retarded by the adsorption of 
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HPMC to drug molecules and nuclei through hydrogen bonding.  Therefore, in order for 

nucleation and growth to occur, hydrogen bonding forces would need to be overcome. 

 

Solid dispersions of many polymers are readily formed by processing 

technologies such as hot melt extrusion (HME).  However, the preparation of solid 

dispersions in which the carrier is comprised of a high molecular weight grade of HPMC 

(i.e., METHOCELTM E4M) is complicated by its high glass transition temperature 

(~180°C) and propensity to degrade at temperatures near 200°C (Coppens et al. 2004).  

During fusion based processing, degradation of polymer chains can occur through 

mechanical shearing effects, oxidation or thermal decomposition (Capone et al. 2007).  

However, very few studies concerning the stability of pharmaceutical polymers during 

fusion processing have been published.   

 

KinetiSol® Dispersing (KSD) is a high energy fusion-based processing technique 

that rapidly imparts frictional and shear energies without external heating to prepare solid 

dispersion systems.  This technique has been used successfully to prepare plasticizer free 

solid dispersions as well as those containing temperature sensitive polymers and drug 

substances (DiNunzio et al. 2010a, DiNunzio et al. 2010b, Hughey et al. 2010, Hughey et 

al. 2011).  The objectives of the current work were threefold: to identify the most suitable 

cellulose ether for ITZ precipitation inhibition (structure shown in Figure 5.1), to evaluate 

the effect of fusion-based processing on the thermal stability of the selected polymer and 

to investigate the effect of ITZ loading on in vitro non-sink dissolution performance.  It 

was hypothesized that the chemical and molecular weight stability of cellulose ether 

based polymers could be improved with KSD processing, relative to HME processed 

compositions.  Following identification of the most suitable polymeric carrier through a 
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5.3.2 Methods 

5.3.2.1 Hot Melt Extrusion 

Compositions were prepared on a HAAKE Minilab II Microcompounder (Thermo 

Electron Corporation, Newington, NH) equipped with 5/14-mm conical screws.  A force 

feeder was utilized to automatically feed a 1:2 ITZ:E50LV composition into the feeding 

zone.  The temperature of the processing zone was maintained at 180°C while the screws 

were rotated at 150 rpm.  The extruder was operated in flush mode (no recirculation) and 

without a die in order to facilitate a high throughput with low residence times. 

 

5.3.2.2 Kinetisol® Dispersing  

ITZ solid dispersions were prepared in a custom-built compounder, designed and 

manufactured by DisperSol Technologies, LLC (Austin, TX).  Appropriate amounts of 

ITZ and polymer were placed in a polyethylene bag and manually mixed for 1 minute to 

achieve a homogeneous mixture prior to being loaded into the cylindrical processing 

chamber of the compounder.  A shaft within the processing chamber, having 4 protruding 

blades, was rotated at a controlled maximum rotational speed of either 1,750 or 2,250 

rpm with an online control module.  Through a combination of high frictional and 

shearing forces imparted by the rotating blades, without the use of external heat, the 

temperature of the composition was rapidly increased until a molten mass was achieved.  

Real-time temperature of the material within the processing chamber was monitored with 

the use of an infrared sensor.  Once reaching the desired temperature, the mass was 

automatically ejected from the processing chamber and immediately quenched between 
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two chilled plates.  Temperature versus time plots are included in the Results and 

Discussion section. 

 

5.3.2.3Milling 

Solid dispersions were chilled with liquid nitrogen in order to facilitate the milling 

process.  A Fitzpatrick L1A Fitzmill operating at 9,000 rpm in an impact configuration 

and equipped with a 0.065-inch screen was used to mill chilled material in the first pass.  

The resulting coarse powder was again chilled with liquid nitrogen and passed through 

the Fitzmill operated at 9,000 rpm in an impact configuration and equipped with a 0.033-

inch screen.  The fine powder was then desiccated under vacuum for 24 hours to remove 

excess moisture and then passed through a 60 mesh sieve to achieve a particle size of less 

than 250 μm.  Solid dispersions were then stored in air-tight 250-mL glass containers.   

 

5.3.2.4 Polymer Screening 

Selected polymers (METHOCELTM A15, E3LV, E15LV, E50LV, E4M, K3LV, 

K100LV and K4M, Klucel® EF and HF) were completely dissolved in deionized water at 

a concentration of 6 mg/mL.  The equivalent of 120 mg polymer was then accurately 

dispensed into dissolution vessels containing 750 mL of 0.1N HCl maintained at 37.0 ± 

0.5°C in a VK 7010 dissolution apparatus (Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) (n = 3) to prevent 

polymer agglomeration in the vessels.  ITZ was then dissolved in 1,4-dioxane at a 

concentration of 20 mg/mL.  For testing, 3 mL of the ITZ solution was dispensed into the 

dissolution vessels containing polymer.  After a 15-minute equilibration period, a 5 mL 

sample was removed and immediately filtered through a 0.22-μm 13-mm Millex-GV 

PVDF filter (Millipore, Billerica, MA), diluted 1:1 with 70:30:0.05 
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acetonitrile:water:diethanolamine mobile phase and vortex mixed.  Polymer suitability 

testing was then conducted by adding 250 mL of 0.2 M Na3PO4, preheated to 37.0 ± 

0.5°C, to the dissolution vessels in order to adjust the pH to 6.8 ± 0.05.  Samples of 

approximately 5 mL were then removed, without media replacement, after 5, 10, 15, 30, 

60, 120, 180 and 240 minutes, filtered and diluted utilizing the method described above.  

All samples were then transferred without further treatment to 1-mL HPLC vials (VWR 

International, West Chester, PA) for analysis, utilizing the method described in the HPLC 

method section. 

 

5.3.2.5 Non-Sink Dissolution Analysis 

Non-sink dissolution analysis was performed with a VK 7010 dissolution tester 

(Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, CA) equipped with paddles, in accordance with USP XXXIV 

Method A testing specifications for delayed release dosage forms.  Solid dispersions were 

weighed to achieve an equivalent of 60 ± 2 mg ITZ and placed in dissolution vessels 

containing 750 mL of 0.1N HCl (~20x equilibrium solubility) equilibrated at 37.0 ± 

0.5°C with paddles rotating at 50 rpm (n=3).  After 2 hours, 250 mL of 0.2 M Na3PO4, 

preheated to 37.0 ± 0.5°C, was added to the dissolution vessels in order to adjust the pH 

to 6.80 ± 0.05 and achieve a final volume of 1000 mL.  Samples of approximately 5 mL 

were removed, without media replacement, after 60, 120, 125, 130, 135, 150, 180, 240, 

300 and 360 minutes.  All samples were immediately filtered through 0.22-μm 13-mm 

Millex-GV PVDF filters (Millipore, Billerica, MA), diluted 1:1 with 70:30:0.05 

acetonitrile:water:diethanolamine mobile phase and vortex mixed.  Samples were then 

transferred without further treatment to 1-mL HPLC vials (VWR International, West 

Chester, PA) for analysis, utilizing the method described in the HPLC method section. 
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5.3.2.6 Powder X-Ray Diffraction 

A Philips Model 1710 X-ray diffractometer (Philips Electronic Instruments Inc., 

Mahwah, NJ) was utilized to detect the presence of ITZ crystallinity in solid dispersion 

compositions.  Solid dispersions, unprocessed ITZ and unprocessed polymer were loaded 

onto an aluminum sample holder equipped with an amorphous substrate and placed into 

the diffractometer analysis chamber.  Operating voltage and amperage were adjusted to 

40 kV and 30 mA, respectively while the samples were scanned over a 2θ range of 5° to 

40° with a step size of 0.05° and a dwell time of 3s.  Data was analyzed and plotted in 

Microsoft Excel 2010. 

 

5.3.2.7 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

Modulated differential scanning calorimetry was utilized to detect the presence of 

crystalline ITZ and glass transition temperatures of prepared solid dispersions.  Samples 

were tested by accurately weighing 15 ± 1 mg of processed solid dispersion, unprocessed 

ITZ or unprocessed polymer into aluminum pans.  After crimping, three pinholes were 

created in the lid of each pan to allow moisture to escape during the heating cycle.  

Prepared samples were placed in a TA Instruments Model 2920 DSC (New Castle, DE) 

differential scanning calorimeter and heated from 5 to 225°C at a ramp rate of 10°C/min 

with a  modulation amplitude and period of 0.5°C and 40s, respectively.  During analyses, 

ultra high purity nitrogen flowed through the sample chamber at a rate of 40 mL/min.  

Amorphous ITZ was prepared with the differential scanning calorimeter by heating 

crystalline ITZ to 225°C for 2 minutes followed by rapid cooling (~20°C/min) to 5°C.  

Both total and reversing heat flows of all samples were monitored and analyzed using TA 

Universal Analysis 2000 software. 
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5.3.2.8 Assay Testing 

Prior to the milling step, aliquots of the molten material were taken for assay 

analysis as a measure of homogeneity.  Similarly, aliquots were taken of the milled 

powder for an assay analysis.  Solid dispersions were weighed into 100-mL vessels such 

that the theoretical equivalent of 10.0 mg of ITZ was present.  A mixture of 70:30:0.05 

acetonitrile:water:diethanolamine was added to the volumetric flasks to dissolve the solid 

content.  After samples were completely dissolved, volumetric flasks were filled to 

volume, filtered through 0.22 μm 13-mm Millex-GV PVDF filters (Millipore, Billerica, 

MA) and immediately transferred to 1-mL HPLC vials for analysis. 

 

5.3.2.9 High Performance Liquid Chromatography 

The ITZ content in dissolution and assay samples were analyzed with a Waters 

(Waters Corporation, Milford, MA) high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

system.  A Waters 717 Autosampler was utilized to consistently inject 50 μL and 100 μL 

samples for assay and dissolution samples, respectively.  The HPLC system also included 

dual Waters 515 Syringe Pumps, a Phenomenex® Luna 5 μm C18 (2) 100 Å, 150 x 4.6 

mm column (Phenomenex®, Torrance, CA) and a Waters 996 Photodiode Array detector 

extracting at 263 nm.  The system was operated under isocratic conditions with a 

70:30:0.05 acetonitrile:water:diethanolamine mobile phase.  Empower Version 4.0 

software was utilized to process all chromatography data. 

 

5.3.2.10 Size Exclusion Chromatography 

Molecular weights of HPMC in both processed and unprocessed samples were 

analyzed with a Waters HPLC system equipped with a Waters 2414 Refractive Index 

detector maintained at 45°C and dual Waters 515 Syringe Pumps.  A Waters 
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Ultrahydrogel 6 x 40 mm guard column was placed in series with Waters Ultrahydrogel 

250 and Ultrahydrogel 500 columns, all of which were maintained at 45°C.  A 0.05 M 

NaNO3 solution was utilized as the mobile phase at a constant flow rate of 0.8 mL/min.  

Shodex P-32 Pullulan standards (Showa Denko K.K., Japan) were prepared with mobile 

phase at a concentration of 2 mg/mL and analyzed samples were prepared in mobile 

phase such that a concentration of 2 mg/mL HPMC was obtained.  Pullulan standards and 

HPMC based samples, both with known Mark-Houwink-Sakurada constants, were 

injected onto the column set with injection volumes of 50 μL and 150 μL, respectively.  

Empower Version 4.0 software was utilized to process all chromatography data. 

 

5.3.2.11 Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

Milled samples were tested on a Perkin-Elmer PC-16 FTIR spectrometer fitted 

with a DuraScope diamond ATR system (an integrated video imaging accessory). The 

DuraScope is designed for the analysis of all sample types.  

 

5.3.2.12 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

Spectra were recorded as solids using Cross-Polarization/Magic Angle Spinning 

at 25 °C ona 400-MHz instrument. Signals were integrated and peak areas used for 

quantitation of concentration and sample purity. Peak shifts in ppm were used to make 

spectral assignments based on the known absorbance frequencies for different functional 

groups. 
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5.3.2.13 Proton Induced X-ray Emission 

Milled samples were prepared by mounting to a holder and run as-is. Powders 

were mixed with asomar packing and pressed into a pellet. Calibration curves were 

formed using Micromatter Corporation gravimetric standards for seventy-two elements in 

the form of thin films of evaporated metals. A gallium phosphide standard is run at least 

daily to correct for minor variations in the calibration. 

 

5.3.2.14 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analyses were conducted with Design Expert 8.0.7.1 software (Stat-

Ease, Inc., Minneapolis, PA).  In ANOVA analyses, a value of p ≤ 0.05 was used as the 

criteria for statistical significance. 
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5.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

5.4.1 Supersaturation stabilization study 

The ability of a specific polymer to inhibit the precipitation of a drug substance 

from a supersaturated state may be determined empirically through screening studies.  In 

this study, cellulose ethers with varying molecular weights and degrees of hydroxypropyl 

and methoxyl substitution were evaluated.  Specifically, methylcellulose (MC) 

(METHOCELTM A15), HPMC (METHOCELTM E3LV, E15LV, E50LV, E4M, K3LV, 

K100LV and K4M), and hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) (Klucel® EF and MF) were 

chosen for the study which represents a broad range of functional group substitution, 

polymer molecular weight and solution viscosity.  As shown in Table 5.1, molecular 

weight grades of HPMC were chosen such that equivalent solution viscosities would be 

obtained between polymer chemistries.  The screening study was based on the method 

previously described by DiNunzio et al. for enteric polymers in which solubilized ITZ 

was added to pH 6.8 media containing the selected polymer (DiNunzio et al. 2010d).  

While necessary for enteric polymers with pH-dependent solubility, this technique results 

in rapid precipitation of ITZ upon addition to neutral media, leading to a high degree of 

variability.  Due to the pH-independent solubility of the polymers evaluated in the present 

study, it was possible to incorporate ITZ into 0.1N HCl based polymer solutions.  The 

formation of a single phase allowed allow for possible interactions between ITZ and the 

polymer to take place.  After addition of the pH change media, ITZ concentrations were 

monitored over a 4-hour period to access the ability of each polymer to inhibit 

precipitation.  Area under the dissolution curves (AUDC) were calculated and are 

presented in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1. Polymer properties and screening results for selected water soluble 

polymers.  Each vessel (n=3) contained 60 mg of solubilized ITZ and 120 mg of 

solubilized polymer in 750 mL 0.1N HCl.  After 15 minutes of equilibration, 250 mL of 

0.2 M K3PO4 was added to adjust the pH to 6.8.  

 
Polymer Methoxyl 

(%) 
Hydroxypropyl 

(%) 
Approximate 

Mw (Da) 
Viscosity of 2% 
Solution (cps) 

AUDC 
(mg·min) 

None - - - - 170 ± 48 

Klucel® EF 0.0 75.0 80,000 NDa 129 ± 41 

Klucel® MF 0.0 75.0 850,000 4,750 2,218 ± 199 

METHOCELTM K3LV 22.0 8.1 19,300 3 489 ± 138 

METHOCELTM K4M 22.0 8.1 390,700 4,000 3,994 ± 357 

METHOCELTM E3LV 29.0 8.5 20,300 3 542 ± 63 

METHOCELTM E15LV 29.0 8.5 60,300 15 2,079 ± 194 

METHOCELTM E50LV 29.0 8.5 86,700 50 6,495 ± 549 

METHOCELTM E4M 29.0 8.5 363,100 4,000 7,051 ± 614 

METHOCELTM A15 29.0 0.0 50,600 15 6,130 ± 484 
aThe viscosity of a 10% solution of Klucel® EF is 450 cps. 

 

Review of the AUDC data detailed in Table 5.1 showed that within each polymer 

class, higher molecular weights provided more precipitation inhibition than their lower 

molecular weight equivalents.  However, further inspection of Table 5.1 showed that 

within the HPMC E-chemistry class, the effect of molecular weight or viscosity on 

precipitation inhibition became less apparent as the molecular weight of the polymer 

increased above 87.6 kDa, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.  This finding demonstrated that the 

mechanism of precipitation inhibition is not entirely due to reduced molecular collisions 

as would be expected in a more viscous solution.  Furthermore, this indicated that 

polymer molecules may interact with ITZ and effectively sterically hinder drug 

molecules as hypothesized by other researchers (Raghavan et al. 2001, DiNunzio et al. 

2010d). 
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precipitation of ITZ.  This suggested that higher levels of methoxyl substitution or lower 

levels of hydroxypropyl substitution may provide for improved precipitation inhibition 

performance.  Supporting evidence was shown by the inability of HPC polymers, which 

were free of methoxyl substitution, to inhibit precipitation of ITZ at either of the 

molecular weights studied.  Conversely, MC A15, which is free of hydroxypropyl 

substitution, provided a high degree of ITZ precipitation inhibition in comparison to 

HPMC E15LV, which is characterized as having an equivalent solution viscosity.  In its 

entirety, the data suggested that the mechanism of precipitation inhibition did not largely 

rely on hydrogen bonding between hydroxypropyl groups and ITZ, but rather another 

possible interaction.  However, elucidation of the precipitation inhibition mechanism is 

beyond the scope of this study. 

 

Of the polymers evaluated, HPMC E4M provided the highest degree of 

precipitation inhibition.  However, as previously discussed, HPMC E50LV (E50LV) 

provided a statistically similar level of precipitation inhibition performance and is 

characterized as having substantially lower solution viscosity.  As such, E50LV was 

selected as the polymer to serve as the carrier in fusion-based solid dispersion 

preparations containing ITZ.  

 

5.4.2 Molecular weight stability of E50LV 

Previous researchers have shown that HPMC is susceptible to thermal degradation 

(Li et al. 1999, Zaccaron et al. 2005).  Coppens et al. (2004) reported a HME processing 

window between 180°C and approximately 200°C, after which degradation was reported 

to occur.  However, molecular weight or chemical stability results were not reported by 

the authors.  Interestingly, molecular weight of HPMC is also reported to significantly 
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decrease in the presence of ultrasonic energy which illustrates the sensitivity of the 

polymer (Goodwin et al. 2011). 

 

In order to determine the molecular weight stability of E50LV, a composition 

containing 1:2 ITZ:E50LV was prepared using a twin screw extruder equipped with 

conveying elements.  The hot melt extruder utilized in this study was not equipped with 

mixing elements, which represented a best case scenario in terms of residence time 

distribution and minimal rates of shear.  At 180°C the extrudate exhibited significant 

darkening and a high melt viscosity which limited material throughput.  Lowering the 

process temperature to minimize darkening was not a viable option due to high extruder 

torque loads.  Size exclusion chromatography analysis of the extrudate showed that 

polymer molecular weight degradation occurred during processing, as presented in Table 

5.2.  With respect to unprocessed E50LV, the extrudate exhibited an 18.4% loss in 

molecular weight which can be attributed to thermal energy, shearing forces or a 

combination of the these factors. 

 

Table 5.2. Thermal processing conditions and weight average molecular weight of 

E50LV after processing as measured by size exclusion chromatography, ±SD ( n = 3) 

 
Processing 

Type 
Processing 

Speed (rpm) 
Ejection 

Temperature (°C) 
Average MWw x 104 

(Da) Change (%) 

Unprocessed - - 5.805 ± 0.057 - 
HME 150 180 4.739 ± 0.034 -18.4 
KSD 1750 120 5.063 ± 0.022 -12.8 
KSD 1750 180 4.467 ± 0.168 -23.0 
KSD 2250 120 4.832 ± 0.056 -16.8 
KSD 2250 180 3.894 ± 0.120 -32.9 
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In order to reduce thermal exposure and degradation of the polymer, KinetiSol® 

Dispersing (KSD) was investigated.  This technique is a fusion-based process in which a 

mixture of components is subjected to high shearing and frictional forces within a 

processing chamber.  During processing, the temperature of the mixture rapidly increases 

due to frictional forces imparted by rotating blades.  Once the desired temperature of the 

composition is reached, which generally occurs within 10 to 20 seconds, a homogenous 

molten mass is ejected and quenched.  Previous studies have generally focused on the 

ability of this process to manufacture solid dispersions of thermally labile drug 

substances or plasticizer-free compositions.  However, to date, the effect of this 

processing method on polymer stability has not been explored.  Processing speed and 

ejection temperature were identified as controllable parameters in the process that could 

potentially affect polymer molecular weight or chemical stability.  A 2-level factorial 

experimental design, presented in Table 5.2, was implemented to investigate effect of 

these parameters on polymer degradation.  Temperatures of the processed compositions 

were rapidly increased during processing, as shown in Figure 5.3, with compositions 

being prepared in under 20 seconds when processed at 1,750 rpm and under 10 seconds 

when processed at 2,250 rpm.  Compositions processed at 2,250 reached the preset 

ejection temperature sooner than those processed at 1,750 rpm due to a higher frictional 

force which resulted in higher thermal energy input.  In all cases, compositions were 

exposed to temperatures greater than 100°C for less than 5 seconds.  Further inspection of 

Figure 5.3 showed that compositions were processed at temperatures well below the 

melting temperature of ITZ, demonstrating the ability to process viscous compositions. 
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Inspection of the data in Table 5.2 showed that molecular weight reduction during 

processing can be mitigated by minimizing the processing speed and ejection temperature 

of the KSD process.  Further inspection of the data showed that when the molten mass 

was ejected at 120°C, irrespective of the rotational speed, the degree of molecular weight 

reduction was lower than that measured after hot melt extrusion processing (12.8% vs. 

18.4%).   

 

5.4.3 Chemical Stability of E50LV 

Significant darkening of the HME processed material was observed which was 

not apparent in the KSD processed materials.  It was hypothesized that the color change 

was associated with substitutional group degradation rather than random chain scission.  

In order to determine the cause of the color change, HME and KSD samples were 

characterized by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance Spectroscopy (NMR) and Proton Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE) analysis.   

 

Analysis of the FTIR spectra, shown in Figure 5.5, showed that HME and KSD 

processed materials had very similar spectra.  Zaccaron et al.(2005) reported that at 

elevated temperatures, scission of the glucose ring present in HPMC may occur, causing 

the formation of unsaturated products.  The authors also reported that scission of ether 

groups along the polymer backbone may cause the formation of alcohol structures.  

However, inspection of Figure 5.5 showed that bands at approximately 2882 and 2832 

cm-1 (C-H stretching) and 1050 cm-1 (C-O-C stretching) were not significantly different 

than unprocessed HPMC, indicating that degradation along these pathways did not occur. 
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than found in the KSD processed sample.  The exact nature of these signals is not known, 

but the chemical shifts suggest the presence of a double bonded carbon which hints at a 

product derived from dehydration or demethoxylation of the cellulosic backbone.  A 

method such as liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LCMS) would be needed to 

verify the presence of a component such as this. 
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conducted on HME and KSD samples to determine the presence of metals.  It was found 

that the iron content of the HME and KSD materials was 449.6 ppm and 21.1 ppm, 

respectively.  Similarly, detectable levels of chromium, nickel, copper and zinc were 

found in the HME processed material but not detected in the KSD processed material.  

Iron is known to produce colored oxides and it is likely that this is the cause of the 

observed discoloration of the samples.  This finding demonstrated the difficulty 

encountered when processing a high melt viscosity polymer such as E50LV by HME. 

 

5.4.4 Drug loading studies 

While the chemical and physical properties of a polymer are largely responsible 

for precipitation inhibition, relative ratios of drug and polymer can also have a significant 

impact (Curatolo et al. 2009).  Selection of an appropriate drug:polymer ratio is often a 

compromise between supersaturation stabilization performance and the amount of drug 

that is to be administered in a single dose.  Therefore, it was an objective of the study to 

evaluate the solid-state and dissolution characteristics of solid solution systems with 

ITZ:E50LV ratios ranging from 1:1 to 1:9.  All compositions were processed with cycle 

times of less than 20 seconds (data not shown).  Examination of assay values presented in 

Table 5.4 showed that all compositions possessed a high degree of homogeneity in both 

the pre-milled and post-milled state, with assay values falling well within USP 

specifications.  This indicated that shearing forces imparted by the KSD process 

efficiently mixed the viscous compositions and prevented segregation of the components. 
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Table 5.4. Assay of pre-milled and post-milled solid dispersions containing varying 

amounts of itraconazole 

 
Composition Form of Dispersion Assay (%) 

1:1 ITZ:E50LV Pre-milled 99.0 ± 0.9 
Post-milled 99.7 ± 0.9 

1:2 ITZ:E50LV Pre-milled 99.7 ± 0.9 
Post-milled 99.5 ± 0.4 

1:3 ITZ:E50LV Pre-milled 101.2 ± 0.8 
Post-milled 100.4 ± 0.1 

1:9 ITZ:E50LV 
Pre-milled 100.0 ± 1.3 
Post-milled 100.1 ± 0.8 

 

 To maximize physical stability and aqueous solubility, it is necessary to render 

the drug substance completely amorphous.  In order to evaluate the crystalline character 

of processed compositions, powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was implemented with 

resulting diffractograms presented in Figure 5.7.  Unprocessed E50LV was free of 

crystallinity and was characterized as having a broad amorphous halo.  Inspection of 

Figure 5.7 showed that each of the processed compositions, including the 1:1 ITZ:E50LV 

composition, exhibited a similar broad amorphous halo which was free of diffraction 

peaks that could be associated with crystalline ITZ.  This indicated that E50LV behaved 

as a viscous solvent for ITZ during processing, effectively rendering all ITZ amorphous 

below its melting point through melting point depression. 
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the value reported by Six et al. (2003).  Further review of Figure 5.8b showed that all 

compositions exhibited a single Tg, which shifted to higher values as the level of ITZ was 

decreased.  A single Tg value between that of ITZ and E50LV indicated complete 

miscibility between the components and verified the presence of a solid solution in each 

case.   
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unionized state.  Therefore, it is expected that an increase in pH would provide a strong 

driving force for precipitation.  Dissolution profiles of the solid solution compositions 

prepared with increasing drug loadings are presented in Figure 5.9, with AUDC values 

summarized in Table 5.5.  Examination of the dissolution profiles showed that all 

compositions exhibited polymer-mediated release in the first 2 hours of testing, after 

which all ITZ and E50LV was solubilized.  This resulted in ITZ concentrations of 

approximately 80 μg/mL, equivalent to a 20-fold increase over equilibrium solubility (~4 

μg/mL).  After pH adjustment, the amount of ITZ in solution represented a 60,000-fold 

increase over equilibrium solubility (~0.001 μg/mL), creating a strong driving force for 

precipitation.  Inspection of Figure 5.9 showed that the rate of ITZ precipitation after pH 

adjustment was dependent on the ITZ:E50LV ratio with all compositions exhibiting 

significantly improved performance over crystalline ITZ.  Review of AUDC values 

presented in Table 5.5 showed that supersaturation stabilization increased as drug loading 

decreased with the 1:9 ITZ:E50LV composition exhibiting superior performance relative 

to the other compositions.  There was a statistically significant (p<0.05) improvement in 

AUDC values between all compositions with the exception of the 1:2 and 1:3 

ITZ:E50LV compositions which provided similar levels of supersaturation stabilization. 
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Table 5.5. Summary of area under the supersaturation dissolution values for the acid 

and neutral stages of testing  in addition to total values 

 
Composition AUDCacid 

(mg·min) AUDCneutral (mg·min) AUDCtotal (mg·min) 

1:0 ITZ:E50LV 115 ± 8 67 ± 34 182 ± 36 
1:1 ITZ:E50LV 5,328 ± 97 6,966 ± 209 12,294 ± 251 
1:2 ITZ:E50LV 4,988 ± 164 8,127 ± 326 13,115 ± 490 
1:3 ITZ:E50LV 5,345 ± 45 8,412 ± 288 13,487 ± 282 
1:9 ITZ:E50LV 5,314 ± 72 12,173 ± 302 17,486 ± 231 

 

5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

 The development of many drug candidates is often hindered by their 

inherent low aqueous solubility.  The use of solid dispersions, or more specifically, solid 

solutions, has been demonstrated to be an effective method to achieve and maintain 

supersaturated concentrations.  However, production of solid solution systems by solvent 

or fusion-based techniques can be complicated by physical and chemical properties of the 

carrier, such as high solution viscosity, high melt viscosity, thermal instability or shear 

sensitivity.  Properties such as these can significantly limit the number of suitable solid 

dispersion processing techniques.  As shown in the present study, the KSD process is an 

effective processing method for viscous polymers susceptible to thermal degradation, 

such as E50LV.  This allowed for the successful preparation of homogenous single phase 

E50LV based solid solutions which significantly enhanced and maintained the solubility 

of ITZ across a wide-range of drug loadings.  The study demonstrated the importance of 

proper carrier and processing technique selection, which can ultimately affect 

bioavailability. 
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Chapter 6:  The Use of Inorganic Salts to Improve the Dissolution 
Characteristics of Tablets Containing Soluplus®-Based Solid 

Dispersions 

 

6.1 ABSTRACT 

The dissolution enhancement advantages inherent to amorphous solid dispersions 

systems are often not fully realized once they are formulated into a solid dosage form.  

The objective of this study was to investigate the ability of inorganic salts to improve the 

dissolution rate of carbamazepine (CBZ) from tablets containing a high loading of a 

Soluplus® based solid dispersion.  Cloud point and viscometric studies were conducted 

on Soluplus® solutions to understand the effect of temperature, salt type and salt 

concentration on the aqueous solubility and gelling tendencies of Soluplus®, properties 

that can significantly impact dissolution performance.  Studies indicated that Soluplus® 

exhibited a cloud point that was strongly dependent on the salt type and salt concentration 

present in the dissolving medium.  The presence of kosmotropic salts dehydrated the 

polymer, effectively lowering the cloud point and facilitating formation of a 

thermoreversible hydrogel.  The ability of ions to impact the cloud point and gel strength 

generally followed the rank order of the Hofmeister series.  Solid dispersions of CBZ and 

Soluplus® were prepared by KinetiSol® Dispersing, characterized to confirm an 

amorphous composition was formed and incorporated into tablets at very high levels 

(70% w/w).  Dissolution studies demonstrated the utility of including salts in tablets to 

improve dissolution properties.  Tablets that did not contain a salt or those that included a 

chaotropic salt hydrated at the tablet surface and did not allow for sufficient moisture 
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ingress into the tablet.  Conversely, the inclusion of kosmotropic salts allowed for rapid 

hydration of the entire tablet and the formation of a gel structure with strength dependent 

on the type of salt utilized.  Studies also showed that potassium bicarbonate and 

potassium carbonate provided effervescence which effectively destroyed the gel network 

and allowed for rapid dissolution of CBZ.  Subsequent dissolution studies in 0.1N HCl 

showed that potassium bicarbonate was an effective tablet disintegrant at levels as low as 

1% and yielded tablets that rapidly disintegrated over a wide range of applied 

compression forces.  This is presumably due to synergy resulting from the ability to form 

a weak gel structure and carbon dioxide liberation.  Similar dissolution performance was 

measured in pH 4.5 acetate buffer, despite reduced polymer solubility, demonstrating 

robustness.  With the use of inorganic salts such as potassium bicarbonate, it may be 

possible to substantially improve disintegration and dissolution characteristics of tablets 

containing Soluplus®. 

 

6.2 INTRODUCTION 

Among the various approaches to achieve dissolution enhancement of poorly 

water-soluble drugs, solid dispersion systems have been shown to provide exceptional 

results.  These systems are defined as being the dispersion of at least one drug substance 

in an inert carrier in the solid state (Chiou and Riegelman 1971).  While the drug 

substance may be present in its crystalline form, systems in which the drug is molecularly 

dispersed have shown the largest gains in terms of solubility and dissolution 

enhancement.  Specifically termed solid or glass solutions, these systems leverage the 
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metastable solubility of the high-energy amorphous state which has been estimated to be 

as much as 1600-fold higher than the crystalline form (Hancock and Parks 2000).   

 

Fusion and solvent based technologies utilized to prepare rapidly dissolving solid 

dispersions generally result in a fine powder which is then incorporated into a tablet or 

capsule with other excipients that promote disintegration.  When these systems are 

exposed to the gastric environment, rapid dissolution of the drug substance should occur 

to provide high levels of exposure.  However, due to the hydrophilic nature of many 

polymeric carriers utilized in solid dispersion systems, the matrix often forms a strong gel 

and dissolution occurs through erosion of the tablet matrix.  This scenario may promote 

recrystallization of the drug within the tablet or result in a controlled release of the 

amorphous form, both of which can significantly reduce the degree of solubility 

enhancement and absorption achieved.  Not surprisingly, much of the published literature 

on solid dispersion systems is focused on characterization of solid state properties and 

dissolution performance of the dispersion itself rather than the final dosage form 

(Serajuddin 1999).  However, researchers have acknowledged the difficulty in developing 

final dosage forms and have approached this problem by utilizing large amounts of fillers 

and disintegrants (Goddeeris et al. 2008), incorporating novel highly compressible grades 

of microcrystalline cellulose (DiNunzio et al. 2012) and increasing porosity through 

sublimation (Sammour et al. 2006). 
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A phenomenon known to occur with hydrophilic polymers that exhibit sol-gel 

behavior is the effect that dissolved ions can have on polymer solubility (Bahadur et al. 

1993, Silva and Loh 1998).  These materials are capable of dehydrating polymers in 

solution by competing for water of hydration, effectively precipitating the polymer.  The 

observed effect of electrolytes on a polymer solution is an increase in turbidity due to 

“salting-out” of the polymer (Pygall et al. 2009).  As the temperature of a polymer 

solution such as this is increased, light transmission is reduced as polymer fractions 

precipitate and in some cases, form micelles.  The point at which 50% light transmittance 

is obtained has been arbitrarily defined as the cloud point (Sarkar 1979), although 

precipitation actually begins at lower temperatures.  It is well-known that the addition of 

ions to polymer solutions can effectively lower the cloud point of specific polymers such 

as hypromellose (Li et al. 2005) and polaxamer (Bahadur et al. 1992, Bahadur et al. 1993, 

Pandit and Wang 1998). 

 

Ions in a dissolution medium are known to impact drug release from controlled 

release matrices (Touitou and Donbrow 1982, Mitchell et al. 1990, Li et al. 2005, Ricci et 

al. 2005).  This was first reported by Lapidus and Lordi with respect to cellulose ethers 

(Lapidus and Lordi 1966).  Later studies by Fagan et al. showed the relationship between 

the cloud point of various cellulose ethers and dissolution rates (Fagan et al. 1989).  The 

influence of various inorganic salts and ionic strength of dissolution media on the 

dissolution characteristics of sustained release hypromellose (HPMC K15M) tablets was 

investigated by Mitchell et al. (Mitchell et al. 1990).  The authors found that the 
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dissolution rate of propranolol hydrochloride was dependent on both the ionic strength 

and type of ion present in the dissolution medium.  To a lesser extent, the inclusion of 

inorganic salts to tablet formulations in order to modify release rates has also been 

studied.  Kajiyama et al. found that the incorporation of inorganic salts into tablets 

containing hypromellose was an effective method of promoting tablet disintegration 

when compared to more traditional tablet disintegrants (Kajiyama et al. 2008).  

Specifically, they found that the inclusion of KH2PO4, K2SO4 and NaHCO3 to tablets 

provided exceptional disintegration characteristics in water and attributed the effect to 

polymer dehydration.  Similarly, Cao et al. incorporated NaH2PO4 into a hypromellose 

based tablet containing acetaminophen to modulate its release (Cao et al. 2005).   

 

 Soluplus® is a relatively new hydrophilic graft copolymer that has been 

introduced to the pharmaceutical industry for the purpose of solubilizing poorly water-

soluble drug substances (Hardung et al. 2010).  With hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

functionality, this polymer is capable of forming micelle structures in solution.  

Soluplus® exhibits a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) near 40°C, above which 

it aggregates into larger micelles to minimize free energy and the solution becomes turbid 

(BASF 2010).   While this polymer is capable of effectively forming solid dispersions 

with a number of poorly water-soluble drug substances, incorporation into a final dosage 

form is complicated by its inherent hydrophilicity and tendency to form a strong gel at 

the tablet surface that prevents rapid hydration of the tablet.  The propensity of a tablet 

containing a Soluplus® solid dispersion to form a gel at the tablet surface is magnified 
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when the concentration of solid dispersion required in the tablet is large.  It was 

hypothesized that the inclusion of inorganic salts to tablet matrices containing a high 

loading of solid dispersion would allow for a more rapid dissolution rate due to polymer 

dehydration.  In this study, screening studies were conducted to evaluate the effect of 

various inorganic salts on the cloud point and gel strength of Soluplus®.  Salts containing 

potassium were utilized in this study to limit the use of sodium and to better understand 

the effect of anions which are known to more effectively dehydrate materials than 

cations.  Solid dispersions containing Soluplus® and carbamazepine (CBZ) were then 

prepared by a new fusion-based processing technique known as KinetiSol® Dispersing 

and analyzed for crystal character and potency.  Dispersions were incorporated into 

tablets with inorganic salts and characterized by in vitro dissolution analysis.  The effect 

of salt loading, tablet compression force and dissolution media was also studied. 

6.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

6.3.1 Materials 
Soluplus®, a hydrophilic graft copolymer of polyvinyl caprolactam-polyvinyl 

acetate-polyethylene and Kollidon® CL-F (crospovidone, USP/NF) were kindly donated 

by BASF Corporation (Florham Park, NJ).  Carbamazepine (CBZ) was purchased from 

Letco Medical (Decatur, AL).  Avicel PH-102 (microcrystalline cellulose, USP/NF) was 

donated by FMC Biopolymer (Philadelphia, PA).  Magnesium stearate, USP/NF was 

purchased from Spectrum Chemicals Corporation (Gardena, CA).  All other materials 
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utilized in the study were of ACS grade or higher and purchased from Fisher Scientific 

(Pittsburg, PA). 

6.3.2 Methods 

6.3.2.1 Cloud Point Determination 

Solutions containing 1% Soluplus® (w/v) were prepared in deionized water 

containing the desired inorganic salt concentration and allowed to fully hydrate over a 24 

hour period.  Similarly, solutions containing 1% Soluplus® (w/v) were also prepared in 

0.1N HCl, pH 4.5 acetate buffer and pH 6.8 phosphate buffer to evaluate the effect of 

media type on Soluplus® solubility.  Samples were placed in sealed culture tubes and 

placed in a water bath at room temperature.  The temperature of the water bath was 

increased in 1°C increments.  After a suitable equilibration time, samples were quickly 

removed and their light transmittance was measured at 800 nm using an Agilent 8453 

UV-Visible Spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).  Utilizing the 

method described by Mitchell et al., the cloud point was taken to be the point of 50% 

light transmission (Mitchell et al. 1990).  A similar method of determining cloud points 

of poloxamers was described by Bahadur et al. (Bahadur et al. 1992, Bahadur et al. 

1993). 
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6.3.2.2 Viscosity Determination  

 Solutions containing 20% (w/v) Soluplus® were prepared in deionized water and 

0.1N HCl.  After 24 hours of equilibration, aliquots were removed to prepare solutions 

containing inorganic salts of varying concentrations.  Viscosity measurements of all 

solutions were taken with a temperature controlled SV-10 sine-wave vibro viscometer 

(A&D Company, Japan). 

6.3.2.3 Kinetisol® Dispersing  

Kinetisol® Dispersing was used as a method of preparing solid dispersion 

systems.  Physical mixtures of CBZ and Soluplus® were manually mixed in a 

polyethylene bag for 1-minute and placed in the processing chamber of the compounder.  

Blades protruding from a rotating shaft within the processing chamber were then rotated 

at a maximum rotational speed of 2,500 rpm.  Rotational speeds were maintained until a 

combination of shear and friction increased the temperature of the mixture to 125°C, at 

which point the molten mass was automatically ejected from the processing chamber.  

The molten mass was immediately pressed between two chilled plates.  A Fitzpatrick 

L1A Fitzmill operating at 9,000 rpm in a knives forward configuration was used to mill 

the solidified mass into a powder.  The resulting powder was passed through a 60 mesh 

US sieve to achieve a particle size of less than 250 μm and stored in an air-tight glass 

container.  A temperature versus time plot is included in the Results and Discussion 

section. 
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6.3.2.4 Assay Testing 

The content of CBZ in the prepared solid dispersion was determined by dissolving 

the equivalent of 10.0 mg of CBZ into a 100 mL volumetric flask with a 60:40 (v/v) 

mixture of acetonitrile:water.  Once dissolved, samples were filtered through 25-mm, 0.2-

μm PVDF filters and transferred to 1-mL vials for high performance liquid 

chromatography analysis (HPLC).  Assay values were determined with a Waters (Waters 

Corporation, Milford, MA) HPLC system equipped with a Phenomenex® Luna 5 μm C18 

(2) 100 Å, 150 x 4.6 mm column (Phenomenex®, Torrance, CA) and a Waters 2996 

Photodiode array detector.  A mobile phase consisting of 60:40 (v/v) acetonitrile:water 

was utilized with an isocratic flow rate of 1.00 mL/min.  Empower software was utilized 

to process all chromatography data. 

6.3.2.5 Powder X-Ray Diffraction 

Approximately 100 mg of the processed solid dispersion, unprocessed CBZ, 

unprocessed Soluplus® and were individually placed on aluminum sample holders 

suitable for Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis.  Samples were individually 

loaded into a Philips Model 1710 X-ray diffractometer (Philips Electronic Instruments 

Inc., Mahwah, NJ) operated a 40 kV and 30 mA.  Samples were scanned over a 2θ range 

of 5° to 40° with a step size of 0.05° and a dwell time of 3 seconds.  Peaks characteristic 

of crystalline CBZ were monitored in processed materials to determine the presence of 

crystalline CBZ.  
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6.3.2.6 Blending and Compression 

All components of the blend were passed through a 60 mesh sieve.  The 1:3 

CBZ:Soluplus® solid dispersion, microcrystalline cellulose (Avicel® PH-102),  

superdisintegrant (Kollidon® CL-F) and optionally, organic salts, were added to a V-

shell blender and mixed for 10 minutes at 25 rpm.  The blend was then lubricated with 

magnesium stearate in the V-shell blender for 4 minutes at 25 rpm.  Blends were 

compressed into tablets containing 50 mg CBZ at the target compression force with an 

instrumented Carver Press (Fred Carver, Menomonee, WI) equipped with 0.3937” 

standard concave tooling.  Tablet hardness values were determined with a Vankel VK 

200 hardness tester (Varian, Palo Alto, CA).  Prepared compositions are detailed in Table 

6.2.   

6.3.2.7 In Vitro Dissolution Testing 

Sink dissolution testing of 50 mg CBZ tablets was conducted using a VK 7010 

Apparatus II (paddle) dissolution tester (Varian, Inc., Palo Alto, CA).  Each dissolution 

vessel contained 900 mL of either 0.1N HCl or pH 4.5 acetate buffer.  During dissolution 

analysis, 5 mL samples were removed from the vessel with in-line 10  μm glass 

microfiber filters at 5, 10, 15, 30, 45, 60 and 120 minutes.  Samples were diluted with 

deionized water at a 1:1 ratio and concentrations were measured using an Agilent 8453 

UV-Visible Spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA).   
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6.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.4.1 Effect of Inorganic Salts on the Cloud Point and Viscosity of Soluplus® 

Solutions 

Generally, the “salting-out” effect that ions have on the cloud point follows the 

Hofmeister series, which originates from their ability to precipitate proteins (Baldwin 

1996).  The effect of anions follows the order of CO3
2- > SO4

2- ≈ HPO4
2- > Cl- > I- > 

ClO4
- > SCN- (Alexandridis and Holzwarth 1997, Zhang et al. 2007).  Ions listed on the 

left are strongly hydrated and are known as kosmotropes while those on the right are 

more weakly hydrated and are referred to as chaotropes.  Similarly, the influence of 

cations follows the order Na+ > K+ > Mg2+ > Ca2+, however the effect of cations is less 

significant than that of anions (Joshi 2011).  The ability of an inorganic salt to precipitate 

Soluplus® from its solution was empirically determined in a cloud point study over a 

range of salt concentrations.  As shown in Figure 1, the relationship between cloud point 

and additive concentration was linear in each case.   
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where CP is the measured cloud point of Soluplus® in the presence of a specific additive, 

CP0 is the theoretical cloud point in the absence of an additive, Kcp is the salting out 

constant and m is the molar concentration of the additive.  When fitted by linear 

regression to a specific data set, Kcp is negative when the specific electrolyte causes the 

polymer to salt out (kosmotropic effect) and positive when the electrolyte salts in the 

polymer (chaotropic effect).   

 

Resulting Ksp values, obtained from the cloud point study are shown in Table 6.1.  

The ability of a given salt to increase or decrease the cloud point was found to be strongly 

dependent on the anion present.  For example, potassium iodide was found to provide a 

strong salting-in effect on Soluplus® while potassium chloride provided a relatively 

weak salting-out effect. This result is consistent with the known chaotropic properties of 

the iodide ion and the ability of anions to provide a more significant impact that cations 

(Alexandridis and Holzwarth 1997, Joshi 2011).  The ability of an anion such as iodide to 

increase the cloud point of Soluplus® can be attributed to either a direct interaction 

between the two components or to a bulk effect on the water structure (Silva and Loh 

1998).  As expected, phosphate, sulfate and carbonate containing salts provided a 

significant decrease in the cloud point while bicarbonate provided a comparatively weak 

decrease.  By incorporating the inorganic salts that exhibit a negative Kcp value into 

tablets containing a high concentration of Soluplus®, it may be possible to dehydrate the 

polymer and promote disintegration.  Conversely, incorporation of additives that exhibit a 
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positive Kcp would effectively increase the solubility of Soluplus®, promoting drug 

release by erosion. 

 

 

Table 6.1. Experimental salting-in and salting-out constants for selected additives 
 

Additive Concentration Range Studied (M) Experimental Kcp 
KI 0 - 0.1 0.86 

HCl 0 – 0.3 0.23 
KCl 0 - 0.3 -0.09 

KHCO3 0 - 0.3 -0.37 
KH2PO4 0 - 0.2 -0.64 
K2SO4 0 - 0.1 -0.67 

K2CO3 0 - 0.1 -0.79 
 

In a follow-up study, the effect of hydrochloric acid concentration on the cloud 

point of Soluplus® was studied, with the results summarized in Table 6.1.  Interestingly, 

the cloud point was found to increase as the concentration of hydrochloric acid increased, 

the same behavior observed as potassium iodide concentration increased.  This finding 

indicated that the hydronium ion may improve the solubility of Soluplus® relative to that 

of water.  To further evaluate the solubility behavior of Soluplus®, a cloud point study 

was conducted in various dissolution mediums at constant ionic strength.  The results of 

this study are illustrated in Figure 6.2.  In agreement with the finding that hydrochloric 

acid effectively acted as a chaotrope, the solution of Soluplus® in 0.1N hydrochloric acid 

exhibited a higher cloud point relative to water.  Conversely, in acetate buffer adjusted to 

pH 4.5, Soluplus® exhibited a decreased cloud point consistent with the addition of a 
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viscosity curves shown in Figure 6.3 demonstrated that at temperatures below the cloud 

point, viscosity decreased as the temperature was increased.  However, once the cloud 

point was reached, viscosity increased rapidly, indicating that gel strength is strongly 

dependent on the relative difference between the solution temperature and cloud point.  

This phenomenon may be attributed to increased hydrophobic interactions due to 

polymer dehydration.  Based on this finding and the cloud point data obtained from 

Figure 6.2, tablets placed in phosphate buffer would be expected to form a much stronger 

gel network than when placed in acetate buffer, water or dilute hydrochloric acid.  

Dissolution rates from tablets in these mediums might be expected to follow the rank 

order phosphate buffer < acetate buffer < water < hydrochloric acid.  
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6.4.2 Preparation and Characterization of Solid Dispersions 

The use of Soluplus® as a polymeric carrier in solid solution applications has 

been described by a number of researchers (Hardung et al. 2010, Hughey et al. 2011, 

Linn et al. 2012, Nagy et al. 2012, Thakral et al. 2012).  This polymer has also been 

utilized in solid solution applications specifically for the dissolution enhancement of CBZ 

(Ali et al. 2010, Lim et al. 2010, Liu et al. 2012).  In the present study, a composition 

consisting of 1:3 CBZ:Soluplus® was processed by KinetiSol® Dispersing, a fusion 

based technique which has been reported for a range of specific applications including 

the production of hydrophilic solid dispersions and processing of thermally sensitive 

components (DiNunzio et al. 2010a, DiNunzio et al. 2010c, Hughey et al. 2010, Hughey 

et al. 2011).  In this process, physical mixtures are subjected to high frictional and 

shearing forces that rapidly increase the temperature of the composition and form a 

molten mass.  The CBZ composition processed in this study was prepared in 

approximately 10 s, as shown in Figure 6.6.  Inspection of Figure 6.6 showed that the 

temperature did not exceed 120°C, which is substantially lower than 189°C, the reported 

melting point of the most stable polymorph of CBZ (Behme and Brooke 1991).  Further 

inspection of Figure 6.6 showed an inflection point in the processing profile at 

approximately 110°C which is due to a rheological change associated with CBZ 

becoming solubilized and reducing the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the 

composition.  Recovery testing of the composition revealed that 99.1% of CBZ was 

recovered after processing, well within acceptable limits.  
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completely dissolved within 15 minutes.  However, additive-free tablets exhibited a 

significantly lower rate of dissolution.  The tablets were observed to maintain their 

structure when introduced into the dissolution medium.  A gel formed at the tablet 

surface which did not allow for rapid hydration of the tablet and consequently the 

dissolution rate of CBZ was substantially lower than the dispersion powder.  Release of 

CBZ occurred by erosion of the tablet and was incomplete after 2 hours.   

 

It was hypothesized that the incorporation of inorganic salts into the tablet would 

allow for rapid hydration of the entire tablet due to a high electrolyte concentration in the 

tablet microenvironment.  The effective reduction in cloud point within the tablet would 

then allow for the formation of a fully hydrated weak hydrogel, depending on the 

inorganic salt type and concentration utilized.  Tablet formulations prepared to evaluate 

this hypothesis are outlined in Table 6.2.   
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Table 6.2. Formulations of tablets prepared for in vitro dissolution characterization 
  F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 

1:3 CBZ:SOL Dipersion 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0 
Avicel® PH-102 19.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 14.5 17.0 18.5 
Kollidon® CL-F 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 
Magnesium Stearate 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Potassium Iodide - 10.0 - - - - - - - - 
Potassium Chloride - - 10.0 - - - - - - - 
Monobasic Potassium Phosphate - - - 10.0 - - - - - - 
Potassium Sulfate - - - - 10.0 - - - - - 
Potassium Carbonate - - - - - 10.0 - - - - 

Potassium Bicarbonate - - - - - - 10.0 5.0 2.5 1.0 
 

 

Tablet hardness was evaluated over a wide range of compression forces for each 

composition such that similar hardness values could be achieved across all tablets tested.  

Compression profiles of selected formulations are shown in Figure 6.9.  Inspection of this 

figure shows that additive-free tablets exhibited the highest-degree of compressibility, 

presumably due to higher microcrystalline cellulose content.  The incorporation of 

additives reduced compressibility to a degree and consequently slightly higher 

compression forces were required to achieve equivalent tablet hardness. 
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only released 40% of the theoretical amount of CBZ.  This finding demonstrated that 

chaotropic salts allow for improved polymer solubility which resulted in poor hydration 

of the tablet matrix. 

 

Tablet compositions containing monobasic potassium phosphate or potassium 

sulfate provided for a much faster release rate than that of additive-free tablets, but a 

slower release rate than tablets containing the other kosmotropic salts evaluated.  This 

finding can be explained by the ability of the phosphate and sulfate ions to form strong 

gels at relatively low concentrations.  Conversely, tablets containing potassium chloride 

exhibited rapid hydration and disintegration, presumably due to osmosis and the 

generation of a weak gel structure that was disrupted by hydrodynamics within the 

dissolution vessel.  Further inspection of Figure 6.10 showed that tablets containing 

potassium carbonate did not immediately disintegrate in the dissolution medium but 

exhibited a burst release of CBZ after a delay.  As quantified in Table 6.1, potassium 

carbonate provided the highest degree of cloud point depression in screening studies and 

thus would form the strongest gel network.  The delayed burst release was associated 

with an effervescence reaction between acid in the dissolution medium and potassium 

carbonate within the tablet, as detailed in Equation 6.2.  This reaction, which formed 

carbon dioxide gas, effectively destroyed the gel network and allowed for release of 

CBZ.  Further inspection of Figure 6.10 showed that tablets containing potassium 

bicarbonate exhibited an even more rapid release of CBZ, without the associated delay, 

similar to that of the solid dispersion powder shown in Figure 6.8.  This finding was 
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 + 2 	→	2 + +    Equation 6.2 

 + 	→	 + +   Equation 6.3 

 

The ability to leverage the effervescence reaction without the need for an acid 

inside the tablet to promote disintegration is advantageous.  Therefore, the use of 

potassium bicarbonate as a disintegrating agent was evaluated further.  Dissolution of 

CBZ as a function of potassium bicarbonate concentration within the tablet was studied, 

with results shown in Figure 6.11.  Tablets containing as little as 2.5% potassium 

bicarbonate disintegrated rapidly and provided dissolution rates similar to those obtained 

with the solid dispersion powder.  Interestingly, potassium bicarbonate provided a 

substantial improvement in the dissolution rate of CBZ over the additive-free 

composition at a level of only 1.0%.  Even at this level, 100% release of CBZ occurred 

within 45 minutes.   
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Soluplus®, particularly at temperatures in the physiological range.  As shown in Figure 

6.13, the dissolution rate of additive-free tablets was substantially slower than the rate 

measured in 0.1N HCl.  This result was anticipated due to the kosmotropic nature of the 

dissolution medium rather than simply in the tablet microenvironment.  Tablets 

containing 10% and 5% potassium bicarbonate did not exhibit a significant decrease in 

dissolution rate in pH 4.5 media and rapid disintegration allowed for the efficient release 

of CBZ.  However, tablets containing 2.5% potassium bicarbonate exhibited a significant 

decrease in CBZ dissolution relative to the measured rate in 0.1N HCl.  This indicated 

that the amount of carbon dioxide liberated from the effervescence reaction may have 

fallen below the critical value required to overcome the gel network.  However, the 

measured dissolution rate is substantially higher than additive-free tablets. 
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the tablets evaluated in this study.  Results of this study demonstrated the effectiveness of 

utilizing inorganic salts to promote tablet disintegration.  Potassium bicarbonate provided 

unique advantages as a disintegrant in tablets containing Soluplus®-based solid 

dispersions at high loadings due to its ability to promote a weak gel structure and liberate 

carbon dioxide.  Furthermore, tablet formulations containing potassium bicarbonate were 

found to be robust; disintegrating rapidly over a range of potassium bicarbonate inclusion 

levels and compression forces.  Based on results from this study, incorporating inorganic 

salts such as potassium bicarbonate into tablet formulations, even at low levels, is an 

effective method for improving dissolution characteristics of tablets containing 

Soluplus® and may be applicable for other water soluble polymers. 
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Chapter 7:  Concluding Remarks 

 

7.1 DISSERTATION CONCLUSION 

The formulation of poorly water-soluble drug substances into solid dispersion 

systems is often complicated or limited by the physicochemical properties of the drug 

substance.  However, by utilizing novel formulation and processing techniques, it is 

possible to formulate many of these compounds.  As demonstrated in this dissertation, the 

KinetiSol® Dispersing process allows for reduced thermal burden and is suitable for 

thermally labile drug substances.  Similarly, the process imparts a high degree of shear 

input, allowing for the formulation of drugs that exhibit a high melting point.  It was also 

found in this dissertation that KinetiSol® Dispersing is an effective processing technique 

for cellulose ethers which exhibit a high melt viscosity and thermal instability.  This 

dissertation also demonstrated the importance of proper polymer and formulation 

component selection, including those in the final dosage form. 

 

The purpose of the research outlined in this dissertation was to successfully 

formulate drug substances and polymers that are known to present difficulties to the 

pharmaceutical scientist.  This work has shown the effectiveness of both formulation and 

processing technologies to improve the dissolution characteristics of poorly water-soluble 

drug substances, which may find utility in the industry.
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